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NOMENCLATURE 
Dimensional symbols are 
M = mass 
L = length 
T = time Q = charge 
0 = dimensionless 
and appear in parenthesis following the definition. 
A - acceleration (L/T2) 
C - Cunningham Correction Factor to Stokes' Law (0) 
De diameter of collector (L) 
Dp - diameter of particle (L) 
E efficiency of collection 
Ek - electrostatic constant (ML3/Q2T2 ) 
ES - electrostatic collection parameter (0) 
F - external force on particle (ML/T2 ) 
Fb - force of buoyancy (ML/T2) 
Fee 
Fcp 
- elect;ostatic force with collector at constant charge 
(ML/Tc) 
- electrostatic force with particle at constant charge 
(ML/T2) 
Fe - force of electrostatic charges (ML/T2) 
Fg - force of gravity (ML/T2 ) 
Fs 
- electrostatic force with particle and collector at 
constant charge (ML/T2) 
- force of fluid resistance (ML/T2) 
Fsc - electrostatic force with particles at constant 
charge (ML/T2) 
G - gravitational collection parameter (0) 
H - distance in Figure 3 - 7 (L) 
Kee - collection parameter for collector at constant charge 
(0) 
viii 
1· 
Kpc 
Ksc 
1,N 
Np 
- collection parameter for collector at constant voltage 
(0) 
- collection parameter for collector and particle at 
constant charge (0) 
- collection parameter with particles at constant charge 
(0) 
- distances in Figure 3 - 7 (1) 
- concentration of particles (1-3) 
NRe - Reynolds Number (0) 
O - center point of charge distribution 
01 
02 - points in Figure 3 - 7 
03 
P - volume charge density/ f.:o (QM-2 ) 
ql - char~e on collector (Q) 
Q2 - charge on particle (Q) 
R 
Rl 
He 
R2 
Rp 
V 
cl 
{/ 
I,j ,k 
interception parameter (0) 
- radius of collector (L) 
- radius of particle (L) 
- electric potential (ML2 /~T·2) 
distance of image charge j from center of sphere 1 
(L) 
diameter of collector (L) 
nroportionality of Ql Q2/r2 (q2;12) 
acceleration of gravity (L/T2) 
- unit vectors (1) 
kl,k2,k3 - constants in estimate of C 
g. . - magnitude of the jth image charge on sphere i 
' 1,J 
ix 
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,j 
r 
t 
- seperation distance, component of coordinate system 
(L) 
- time (T) 
v - velocity (L/T) 
v
0 
- undisturbed upstream fluid velocity (L/T) 
v* - relative particle velocity (L/T) 
x - component of coordinate system (L) 
y - component of coordinate system (L) 
y - offset distance from centerline of collector (L) 
ylim - offset distance of a limiting trajectory (L) 
z - component of coordinate system (L) 
~ - dielectric constant 
Eo - permittivity of free space (Q2T2/ML3) 
8 angle component of coordinate system 
~ - mean free path of molecules (L) 
)A- - viscosity (M/LT) 
}"1- - microns in Figure 3 - 7 (L) 
Tr - mathematical constant 
(: density (M/13) 
- summation 
- parameter of Langmuir (0) 
- angle component of coordinate system 
inertial impaction collection parameter (0) 
vector differential operator del 
subscripts 
C collector 
X 
J 
p particle 
mnx - maximum 
min - minimum 
x,y,z - component in coordinate direction 
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r - dimensionless variable 
r - vector 
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ABSTRACT 
A mathematical model has been developed for the capture of 
an aerosol particle by a spherical collector which is capable 
of obtaining results between Langmuir and Blodgetts' model for 
inertial impaction only and Kraemer's model for electrostatic 
collection. Dimensionless parameters to characterize the 
individual collection mechanisms have also been developed. 
When one collection parameter is much greater th8n the 
others, the mechanism it characterizes is the dominant collection 
mechanism under the specified conditions. The model predicts 
that collection efficiencies much greater than 1. ore possible 
when e:J_ectrostatic forces are present. Some possible c1pplicn-
tions of electrostutics to industrial spray scrubbinr-; of partic-
ulnte matter are discussed. 
I ; 
I 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The collection of fine particulate matter (below 5 microns) 
is an important and difficult area of air pollution control. 
Electrostatic precipitators are frequently used for this job 
(4-0). These precipitators use high voltages to induce electro-
static charges on the dust particles, which are then strongly 
attracted to a grounded cylinder for collection. The principle 
disadvantage of electrostatic precipitation is the high capital 
cost. 
Electrostatically charged fiber filters can also be used 
(4-0). These filters utilize polymeric fibers which can be charged 
by rubbing. The disadvantage of this process is that the filters 
must be· periodically cleaned and recharged. Various modifications 
and combinations of the above two processes also exist. 
Simple spray scrubbers cannot be used for fine particle 
removal since the efficiency of collection of small parti~les 
is .1ui te low. The addition of electrostatic charges on the spray 
droplets and dust particles should increase the efficiency of 
collection (following the reasoning of the above processes). 
The purpose of this resenrch was to develop a simple mathematical 
model of collection for a single dust pnrticle by a single spray 
droplet; to determine which mechanisms of collection are impor-
tant under various conditions, andiD determine if electrostatic 
charges will increase the efficiency of collection significantly. 
The Background section of this report is written to provide 
the reader with some general references in particulate collection 
-2-
and electrostatics. A brief review of the development of models 
for the collection of a single particle by a single collector 
1s also presented. 
The basic short range mechanisms for the collection of 
particles are discussed in the Theory section, as they apply to 
a simplified spray s~bber system. The method of images is 
discussed for calculating the electrostatic force between particle 
and collector. Dimensionless parameters are developed to char-
acterize the various collection mechanisms. 
A force balance on the particle leads to the e<mations of 
motion of the particle about a spherical collector. These e0ua-
tions·are numerically intergrated on a digital computer. Com-
putational techninues are discussed in the Application section 
and the results of a number of computer runs are presented to 
illustrate the interrelationship of the various mechanisms. 
Some industrial applications are also discussed. 
-3-
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2. BACKGROUND 
2.1 General. Strauss' book on industrial gas cleaning (41) 
contains most subjects of importance on the collection of 
particulate matter, including discussions on mechanisms of 
collection (including electrostatics) and application to 
industrial equipment (including liquid scrubbers). It can be 
a useful general reference containing 553 entries in the Bibli-
ography. Davies' article (8) is a general introduction into 
particulate collection from air and discusses the various mech-
anisms in more theoretical detail than does Strauss. Stern's 
third volume (40) contains some theoretical material but is 
directed more towards application in equipment design. The 
NAPCA report (46) is the most recent and extensive work on par-
ticulate control equipment and discusses theories of collection 
as they apply to equipment design and development. 
Loeb (33) and Kurrelmeyer (28) discuss most subjects of 
importance in the area. of electrostatics, while Blake (3) and 
Lapple (32) discuss electrostatics as applied to aerosol and 
particulate systems. Lapple's work is especially extensive 
and includes, besides electrostatic fundamentals, a discussion 
of various methods available for electrostatically charging par-
ticulates. Eichel (11) gives a brief discussion of electrostatic 
fundamentals from an engineering viewpoint. 
2.2 Historical.· The first theoretical investigation of the 
inertial impaction collection mechanism was by Sell (38), who 
studied streamlines in water flowing past objects to develop 
his theory. Albrecht (1) and Langmuir and Blodgett (30) used 
-4-
potential flow theory to develop equations of motion and to 
determine particle trajectories around collectors. Albrecht 
calculated the trajectory of a particle which would just touch 
a collector while Langmuir and Blodgett used a Differential Ana-
lyzer (early version of analog computer) to generate particle 
trajectories for cylindrical and spherical collectors. Landahl 
and Herrmann (29) discussed the theory of particle impaction 
on wires, cylinders and slides and conducted some experimental 
work. Ranz and Wong (36) discussed the theory of particle 
collections by inertial impaction and interception and developed 
dimensionless parameters to characterize the various mechanisms 
of collection. They conducted experimental measurements on 
collection from rectangular and round aerosol jets and on 
cylindrical and spherical collectors. Wong and Johnstone (48) 
conducted extensive measurements of collection by cylindrical 
collectors. McCully (35) measured the collection efficiency of 
falling droplets while Goldshmid (16) used suspended liquid 
droplets. Johnstone (23) showed inertial impaction to be dom-
inant collection mechanism in a Venturi Atomizer and developed 
a correlation of experimental data with the collection para-
meter. He also found a 10% increase in collection efficiency 
when the aerosol was electrostatically charged. 
Gillespie (14) discussed the role ofEiectrostatic forces 
in fiber fil ter.s and Goyer ( 17) conducted experimental work in 
filtering charged aerosols. Wilson (47) discussed the deposition 
of charged aerosols on the inside walls of tubes and Daniel and 
Brackett (5) on plane surfaces. Kraemer and Johnstone (25) 
-5-
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discussed the collection of particles on spherical collectors 
in the presence of electrostatic fields. They excluded inertial 
and gravitational forces and· obtained numerical solutions to 
the equations of motion to calculate collection efficiencies 
as functions of collection parameters. They also conducted 
some experiments to verify their model. Dawkins (9) conducted 
the same type of investigation with a cylindrical collector. 
-6-
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3. THEORY 
2-l Mechanisms for the Collection of Small Particles 
In general, any process for the removal or collection of 
parti'culate matter is essentially the capture of small particles 
by a larger collecting body (41). In dust removal by spray 
scrubbers and fiber filters the small particles are the dust 
and the collectors are the liquid droplets and filter fibers. 
The modeling and discussion of the actual collection and mech-
anisms involved in these processes is simplified by considering 
the capture of a single particle by a single collector. The 
spray scrubber process is the primary concern of this paper and 
the simplified model, developed and discussed in detail, is the 
collection of a single dust particle by a larger, single li~uid 
droplet. Strauss (41) considers the a~tual capture of dust 
particles by a collecting body to occur in two steps. The dust 
laden gas stream, durin~ the first step, brings the particles 
close to the collector due to its relative velocity. Secondly, 
after a certain seperation distance between particle and collector 
is reached, short-range mechanisms affect the actual capture. 
The basic short-range mechanisms include: 1) inertial impac-
tion, 2) interception, 3) gravity, 4) diffusion, and 5) temp-
erature gradients. These mechanisms can be enhanced or lessened 
in effect by: 6) system temperature and/or 7) electrostatic 
forces. 
In this section the sev~n short-range mechanisms will be 
discussed theoretically as they apply to the simplified spray 
scrubber system of a single, spherical dust particle and a 
-7-
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single, spherical liquid droplet. The efficiency of collection 
by each will also be discussed and it will be shown that, under 
cert~in conditions, some of them become insignificant as e mech-
anism for collection. Dimensionless parameters will be developed 
to characterize the various forces acting on the dust particle. 
Thesi parameters are important in correlating theoretical and 
experimental data. Considerable attention will be given to 
their explanation and development for each mechanism. Following 
the theoretical discussion, the equations of motion of the dust 
particle around the li~uid droplet (i.e. of a small sphere 
around a larger sphere) will be developed from a force balance 
on the dust particle. 
3 .1.1 Inertial Impaction. The streamlinoo in a flowing fluid, 
assumin~ no entrance, exit, hindering or wall effects, are 
straight lines everywhere. An obstacle placed in the fluid, e.p;. 
a spherical water droplet in air, disturbs the streBmlines 
upstream and downstream of the collector. The fluid streamlines 
for flow about a cylindrical collector (used to simplify diap;rarn) 
are shovm in Figure 3 - 1. The shape of these streamlines, 
particularly at the upstream point of divergence, is dependent 
on fluid and collector properties as given by the dimension1css 
Reynolds Number. 
3.1 - 1 
Vo = undisturbed upstream fluid velocity 
e = density of fluid 
)A- = viscosity of fluid 
De .. diameter of collector 
Davies (8) has sho~m for this system that a Reynolds Number of 
-8-
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.2 will cause a 3 per cent disturbance in the streamlines at 
100. collector diameters upstream while almost no disturbance 
is found at 2. collector diameters for a Reynolds Number of 
2000. (a spherical collector behaves qualitatively in the same 
manner). 
A particle placed an infinite distance upstream and a 
certain distance off the centerline of the collector will initially 
follow the streamlines. The inertial impaction model assumes 
this particle to have mass but no size (zero radius) and thus 
it will possess inertia (41, 36). The particle, due to this 
inertia, will not follow the streamlines when they diverge around 
the collector but will tend to break across the streamlines and 
toward the collector. The particle path for this case is shown 
in Fi~re 3 - 1. We can conclude qualitatively from the fore-
going that inertial impaction will be more effective at high 
Reynolds Number due to the streamline pattern. The streamlines 
diverge slowly at low Reynolds Number and the particle is exposed 
to a gradual displacement force long before it nears the collector. 
Its inertial force may not be sufficient to insure collision. 
However, at high Reynolds Number the streamlines diverge rapidly 
close to the collector and particle inertia is more likely to 
effect impingement under these conditions (8). 
The theoretical efficiency of collection for inertial 
impaction is de.fined as the ratio of the area from which all 
particles are removed to the projected cross-sectional area of 
the collector (36, 9, 41, 30). The efficiency can be calculated 
by determining the particle trajectory starting a large distance 
-10-
upstream and certain distance off the centerline (the offset 
distance) of the collector. The limiting trajectory, for which 
the particle is just captured, has a corresponding offset 
distance, Ylim (see Figure 3 - 1), from which the efficiency 
can be calculated by definition as 
3.1 - 2 
for a spherical collector. 
A dimensionless inertial impaction parameter, 'f (psi), 
can be obtained by definition or by mathematical derivation as 
'/1 = C f> p v O D~ /18 .)A De 3 .1 - 3 
C = Cunningham factor, see Appendix II.a 
e p = particle density 
Dp = particle diameter 
Mathem~tically f appears in the dimensionJ.ess equations of 
motion for the particle around the collector (see Appendix I) 
(41, 30, 36). '11 can also be defined as: 1) the ratio of the 
force necessary to stop a particle, initially traveling at a 
velocity v0 , in the distance Re to t
he fluid resistance at a 
relative particle velocity of v0 (30, 36); and 2) the ratio of 
the distance a particle will penetrate into still air given an 
initial velocity v to the diameter of the collector (36). 0 
Physically this parameter can be considered as the ratio of 
"something" which measures the inertial force (tending to move 
particle across streamlines and toward collector) to the fluid 
resistance force (tending to keep particle in the streamlines). 
The higher the value of r the greater is the inertial force tend-
ing to move the particle across streamlines and the efficiency 
-11-
of collection should (and will be shown to) be improved. 
Goldshmid (16) sites twelve workers who have obtained 
theoretical solutions for the collection of particles by spheres 
and bodies of other geometries (6, 10, 12, 15, 21, 37, 38, 39, 
4-4, 1~5, 29, 31). Sell (38) and Langmuir (30) calculated particle 
trajectories using potential flow equations for an ideaJ.fluid 
and assuming inertial impaction ns the only collecting mechanism.· 
They determined the efficiency of collection by findin~ the 
limiting trajectory as discussed earlier. Plots of efficiency, 
E, versus the snuare root of 'fl , according to the theories of 
Sell and Langmuir are shown in Fip;ure 3 - 2 (Sell data from 
Strauss (41)). Langmuir's dimensionless parameter, f , 1s 
defined as 
t 
ec 
= 
= 
9 f ~ De v0 /)/'- e c 
density of collector 
and is discussed in more detail in section 4.3 The continuous 
lines were drawn from points obtained by the theories. The 
SC1uare root of the inertial impaction parameter is used to make 
the abscissa directly proportional to p~rticle diameter. The 
theoretical solutions all predict that the efficiency of collec-
tion for inertial impaction approaches 1.0 for an upper limit 
as 'fJ becomes large (This value can also be obtained from li'ir;ure 
3 - 1 .. and equation 3.1 - 2. The maximum value for ylim is seen 
to be Re= Dc/2.0 from Figure 3 - 1 and this value yields E = 1 
when substituted into equation 3.1 - l). The theoretical solutions 
below this limit are not in good agreement, particularly concerning 
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a critical 'fJ below which the efficiency is zero. The existence 
and exact value of this critical \fl is a major point of .dis-
agreement among the various workers. However, since other mech-
anisms to be discussed make an exact value of critical 'fl 
(if there is one) inconsequential to this paper; no more will 
be said of it. 
3.1.2 Interception. The interception mechanism acts as an 
improvement when added to the inertial impaction model. In cal-
culating particle trajectories for inertial impaction we assumed 
the particle to posses.smass but no size. In reality the particle 
does have size and there is the possibility the particle will 
pass within a radius of the collector and be captured (assuming 
particle remains attached once it has touched collector). This 
mechanism is also shown in Figure 3 - 1. 
The interception parameter is defined as the ratio of the 
particle diameter to the collector diameter (36). 
R = Dp/Dc = Rp/Rc 3.1 - 4 
It does not appear in the equations of motion for the particle 
but as a boundary condition (for the dimensionless eouations) 
mdetermining when the pnrticle touches the collector. The 
initial offset value (yin Figure 3 - 1) for a particular tra-
jectory can be calculated as some fraction (x) of the maximum 
value possible for a limiting trajectory. This maximum value 
is 
y = Re + Rp 
max 
3.1 - 5 
when both inertial impaction and interception are considered 
the collecting mechanisms. The offset value can now be given 
-14-
r 
r . I . 
I 
i 
in dimensionless form by dividing by the collector radius. 
y = x Y1im = x (Re+ Rp)/Rc 
- Re 
y = x(l + R) 3.1 - 6 
The maximum value for the efficiency of collection by 
interception can be calculated from 3.1 - 2 and 3.1 - 5. 
Emax = (1 + R)2 3.1 - 7 
The minimum efficiency of collection for inertial impaction 
and interception hns been calculated theoretically to be (36) 
E. = (1 + R) 2 - 1/(1 + R) 3.1 - 8 
min 
and has been plotted in Figure 3 - 3. If this equation corres-
ponds somewhat to the actual situation, then some interestin~ 
facts are apparent. For example, a 50. micron spray droplet 
has a minimum efficiency of approximately 60% for a 10. micron 
particle (R = .2), and approximately 4-96 for 1. micron particles 
(R = .02) 
3.1.3 Gravity. Gravitational force will be present under most 
industrial gas cleaning conditions and exert some influence. 
The magnitude of this influence will be ~uite variable. Gener-
nlly, gravity will be of importance only at lov1 gas velocities 
and high residence times, where separation due to settling can 
occur. ~ 
The gravitational collection parameter, G, can be obtained 
by definition or mathematical derivation as 
G = C e p g D~/18 )"- v O = r g Dc/v; 3 .1 - 9 
g = gravitational constant 
-15-
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G appears in the dimensionless equations of motion around the 
collector (see Appendix I). G can also be defined as: 1) the 
ratio of the force of gravity to the fluid resistance at a rela-
tive particle velocity of v0 , or 2) the ratio of the free 
settling velocity of the particle to the stream velocity (36). 
The larger the value of G, the more influence gravity will exert 
in 1he system. 
3.1.4 Diffusion. A diffusion collection mechanism o~curs when 
the particle becomes so small as to move not only with the stream-
lines but across them in an irregular manner (Brovmian Motion). 
Generally, it is considered n significnnt mechanism only for 
particle sizes of less than 0.1 microns (41). This si~e rnn~e 
is not of interest in this paper and diffusion will not be con-
sidered. The reader is referred to Strauss (41) for n detailed 
discussion of the diffusion mechanism. 
3.1.5 Temperature Gradients. Thermal gradients within the 
system can be important since particular matter will move from 
a hot area to a cold area. This motion is caused by unequnl 
~as molecular collision energy on the surface of the hot ano 
cold~des of the particle and is directly proportional to the 
temperature gradient ( L~6). 'vJe shall o.ssume, for the purposes 
of this report, that no such gradients exist within the system. 
3.1.6 System Temperature. The overall temperature of the 
system is important in that it affects the collection mechanisms 
previously discussed. Strauss (41) derived seperate e~uations 
for collection efficiency by diffusion, interception,and inertial 
impaction in terms of the relevant collection parameter, with 
-17-
temperature dependent expressions for the temperature dependent 
terms. These equations are plotted in Figure 3 - 4 as efficiency 
(E) versus system temperature. Although the actual numbers may 
be questionable for practical application, the trend is more 
important and probably correct. The significant trends to note 
are: 1) efficiency by interception is lessened at elevated 
temperatures, 2) inertial impaction efficiency is lessened at 
elevated temperatures with a larger decrease for smaller particles, 
and 3) diffusion efficiency is increased at elevated temperatures 
for all particle sizes. 
3.1.7 Electrostatics. The basic electrostatic mechanism for 
collection is the electrostatic attractive force between tvm 
oppositely charged bodies ( or the induced force when only on,:· 
body i.s charged) ( L~6). This mechanism is pictured schematically 
in Figure 3 - 1. The figure illustrates efficiencies much 
greater than (1 + R) 2, the maximum for inertial impaction plus 
interceptia,n ( equation 3 .1 - 7), appear possible with ihe use of 
electrostatics. The diagram also shows the three mechanisms 
(inertial impaction, interception, electrostatics) to work in 
conjunction up to the maximum efficiency for inertial impaction· 
plus interception but, above this value, electrostatic forces 
tend to pull the particle toward the collector and across fluid 
streamlines. Thus some conditions which favor the inertial 
mechanism, e.g. hi~h v0 (or high 'fl in general), will oppose 
the electrostatic mechanism. This opposition is expected only 
when the mechanisms are of the same order of magnitude. When 
the electrostatic forces are very large, it is ~xpected ~~-
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the other mecha.nisms will appear insignificant in comparison 
with the electrostatic mechanism. 
A general discussion of electrostatic theory is beyond the 
scope of this paper. Only the aspects of a charged particle 
and/or collector system relevant to this report will be dis-
cussed. The reader is referred to Loeb (33) and Kurrelmeyer 
(28) for general discussions of electrostatics while Lapple's 
work (32) is an excellent source for electrostatic phenomena 
in particulate systems. Eichel's short paper (11) is a good, 
brief discussion of electrostatic fundamentals from an engineer-
inp; viewpoint. 
Five basic electrostatic forces are generally considered 
to be possible in a particle-collector system depending on which 
body carries a charge (25, 9, 41). These forces will be dis-
cussed individually and expressions for their magnitude developed 
following Kraemer's theory (25) which assumes spherical dust 
particles and a spherical collector (Dawkins (9) discusses 2. 
cylindrical collector system). An alternate method to Kraemer's 
for obtaining the total electrostatic force in the system will 
then be presented. 
Particle and collector at constant charge. Coulombic 
forces of attraction or repulsion will be present in this system. 
We assume, after Kraemer, the charged particle acts as a point 
source and the charge on the collector is uniformly distributed 
over the surface of the sphere (i.e. the charge is concentrated 
at the center of the body). and ihe electrostatic force can be 
-20-
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calculated from Coulomb's Law. 
Fpc I~l Q2/~.,r £ 
0 
r 2 3.1 - 10 = 
Ql = charge on collector 
Q2 = charge on particle 
Eo = permittivety constant of free space 
r = sepeia;t~on distance 
~ "" I Collector at constant charge. This chnrge will induce an 
imar-;e charge on the particle opposite in sign to itself. The 
problem, following Kraemer's assumptions, reduces to a point 
charge and its induced charge with the induced force calculated 
by 
( £ - 1) d3 ~12 
( £ + 2) 16 rr E.. r5 
0 
~.l - 11 
£=dielectric constant of collector 
d = diameter of collector 
Particle at constant charge. This will act similar to the 
above and induce an image charge on the collector. Kraemer cal-
culated the induced force by 
Fcp 
') 
_ . Qlc De 
8 rr 'e. 0 r2 
2Ql Der 3 1') rr €. 
0 
(4r2 - Dc) 2 .l - '-
Particlm at r~onsbmt charr;e. The particles, vrhen charp.;ed 
in the same sense, produce a re~:sion among themselves (the 
Space Charge Effect) whose force can be calculated by 
Fsc = Q12 D2 Np 
24 ~o r2 
Np= concentration of particles 
3.1 - 13 
There is also a small force on the particles acting toward the 
collector resulting from the space occupied by the collector in 
-21-
the atmosphere of charged particles. This is generally considered 
of minor importance. 
Collector at constant voltage. A significant force can be 
developed between a charged aerosol and a collector at constant 
voltage. However, since a liquid droplet in air in a scrubber 
cannot be charged. to a constant voltage, this force is insignifi-
cant in the system and is mentioned for the sake of completion. 
Dimensionless parameters can be developed to characterize 
the electrostatic forces in the same manner used for the other 
mechanisms. The electrostatic parameter appears in the dimension-
less equations of motion for the particle (see Appendix I) as 
the ratio of the total electrostatic force to the fluid resistance 
force at a relative particle velocity of v. This is the same ' 0 
type of ratio used in the definition of the other collection 
parameters and was used by Kraemer to develop the following 
parameters for the above forces 
Kpc = C Ql Q2/3ir ~ Dp VO £0 
Kee = ( t - lL 2C D~ Q22 3.1 - 14 ( E.. + 2) 3 _r De VO £ 0 
Ksc = C Q22 De N2 
18 TT (. 0 P, Dp V 0 
where the subscripts on the K's correspond to those on the F's 
of equations 3.1 - 10, 11 and 13. 
Kraemer (?.5) ana. Dawkins (9), both working under H. F. 
Johnstone, have obtained theoretical solutions to the collection 
of aerosol particles by spheres and cylinders in the presence 
of electrostatic fields. Both obtained solutions by numerically 
-22-
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integrating appropriate enuations of motion. Kraemer assumed 
the forces of gravity and inertia were absent and the force 
balance reduced to equating the electrostatic forces to the 
fluid resistance force. The total electrostatic force was set 
e~ual to the sum of the individual forces discussed above 
(equations 3.1 - 10 to 13). The resulting equations of motion 
were numerically integrated and some relevant results are plotted 
in Fie;ure 3 - 5. (The KG parameter results from the constant 
voltage collector system). The fsraph shows that efficiencies 
'.) 
much greater than (1 + R)'·- are definitely predicted for large 
values of the electrostatic parameter. The basic limitation of 
the solution is the calculated efficiencies are valid only if 
gravity and inertial mechanisms are negligible and the total 
electrostatic force is given by the sum of the forces discussed 
earlier. In a spray scrubber system, except for large electro-
static forces, inertial (and perhaps gravity) mechanisms will 
be significant. Also, the assumptions used by Kraemer to obtnin 
the electrostatic forces give grossly inaccurate values under 
certain conditions, perticularly at small seperation distances. 
The method of images, developed in detail below, is another 
method for obtaining the electrostatic force and is more accurate 
than Kraemer's model at small seperation distances. 
3.1.8 Method of Images. The method of images is used in elec-
trostatics to obtain solutions to 
rJ 2 V(xyz) - P(xyz) 
and 
2 (J V(xyz) = 0.0 
-23-
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V = electrostatic potential 
P = volume charge density/£~ 
(Poisson's and Laplace's equations respectively) v1ithout the 
mathematical manipulation necessary to solve the differential 
equations. It is based on the uniqueness of the solutions of 
such partial differential equations (28). The method will be 
briefly discussed 1ualitatively, compared with Kraemer's method, 
and then developed mathematically (the mathematical development 
will show the method of images to be ideally suited to implemen-
tation on a digital computer). 
In observing the outer areas of any charge distribution 
(i.e. its effects) we co.nnot always tell \·Jhat type of distribu-
tion is present because different distributions are co.pable of 
producing the same effects. The method of images gives a dis-
tribution which produces the same effects as the nctual one but 
does not (usually) accurately represent the actual distribution 
(we are interested only in effects - the forces produced). The 
--method assumes the pArticle and collector are conductors and 
--·-----------···- - -
the outer surfaces are potential surfaces i.e. the charges can 
move around on the surface to keep the potential the same (In 
electrostatics, eventually all charges move to the surface of 
a conductor with times ranging from 10-l5 seconds for a good 
conductor to 10-3 seconds for a poor one). This method and 
Kraemer's method should give similar answers under certain con-
ditions and can best be explained with the aid of Figure 3 - 6. 
The following conditions are assumed valid for the system 
of Figure 3 - 6a: 1) the collector is charged in a positive 
-25-
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sense and the particle in a negative sense (both conductors), 
2) the seperation distance r is much greater than the sum of 
the diameters and 3) the diameter of the collector is larger 
than the particle diameter. The charges on both bodies, under 
these conditions, will essentially be uniformly distributed on 
the surface because the large seperation distance precludes any 
effect of one body on the other. Also due to the seperation 
distance, the particle will appear as a point source to the 
collector. This is identical to the system assumed by Kraemer 
and thus, Kraemer's metbod and the method of images should give 
the same answer for the conditions of this system. As the particle 
and collector approach close enough to affect each other, then 
the charges do not remain uniformly distributed on the surface 
as assumed by Kraemer. The charges will redistribute themselves 
as shovm in Figure 3 - 6b to keep the potential the same ( the 
method of images assumes the outer surfaces are potential sur-
faces) and the centers of the distributions will move to Oc and 
Op. The distance Oc - Op is less than the seperation distance 
r which would still be used by Kraemer and thus, the method of 
images will give a higher attractive force than Kraemer's method 
as the particle and collector approach each other (the force is 
inversely proportional to the square of the distance between 
center of charge distribution). 
The method of images will now be developed mathematically, 
in a series of steps , for the system of Figure 3 - 7. The 
system is composed. of two spheres of radii Rl and R2 carrying 
charges Ql and Q2, respectively, and following the assumptions 
-27-
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that: 1) both spheres are conductors and their outer surfaces 
are potential surfaces and 2) both spheres retain their spheri-
cal shape at all times. The method depends on the symetry of 
the problem and is a good approximation only if bodies retain 
their shape, not being distorted by electric fields, polarization 
or the like. 
Step One: We place charde 
I 
/ 
and wish to find the inducedl(or 
Q2 at the center of sphere 2 
image) charge on sphere 1. 
I We require the combination of Q2 and ql,l (the image charge) 
to produce a zero potential at all points on the surface of 
sphere 1 or 
Q2 _ ql 1 
- - - ....:=..1.::. H L 3.1 - 15 
In other words, H/L must be constant for any point on the surface 
of sphere 1. This can be done by laying off the distance a1 1 
' (from center to image charge) such that 
a11/Rl = Rl/r = H/L 3.1 - 16 
' which yields sjmilir triangles 01N02 and 01N03 (28). We now 
combine 3.1 - 15 and 3.1 - 16 to obtain 
a 1,1 
= Q2 (Rl/r) 
= Rl2/r 
3.1 - 17 
which solves the problem. The remaining charge on sphere 1 1s 
placed at the center. 
= Ql - ql 1 
' 
= o.o 3.1 - 18 
Step Two: We now shift to sphere 1 and calculate the 
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images charges on sphere 2 due to ql,l and q1 ,2• We obtain, 
following the reasoning of step one, 
q2,l 
a2,l 
= 
_ q R2 
1,1 (r - q ) 1,1 
2 
= R2 /(r - a1,1) 
= - ql 2 __ R_2 __ 
' (r - al,2) 
2 R2 /Cr - a1,2) 
3.1 - 19 
3.1 - 20 
and the remaining charge is placed at the center· 
q2,3 
a2,3 = 0.0 
3.1 - 21 
Step Three: We now shift to sphere 2 and calculate the 
image charges due to q2,1, q2,2 and q2,3 on sphere 1. 
- q 
2,2 (r - a ,.,) 
2'' 
Rl 
q = _ q Rl 
1,3 2,3 ( ) 
r - a2 ,3 
The remaining charge is placed at the center 
ql,4 = Ql - ql,l - ql,2 - ql,3 
a1 ,4 =. 0.0 
3.1 - 22 
3.1 - 23 
3.1 - 24 
3.1 - 25 
This process can be continued by shifting between spheres up to 
any desired number of charges, ql,j and q2,k. If we now look 
-3o- I 
i 
I 
I 
at equations 3.1 - 17 through 25 then the following generaliza-
tions can be made. 
ql . = - q2 . Rl al . = Rl
2 
,J ,J (r - a2 .) ,J (r - a2 .) ,J ,J 
j 3.1 - 26 
ql,j + 1 = Ql -L. ql . ,J al,j + 1 = o.o 
1 
q2,k = - ql,k Rl R
l2 a -
(r - al k) 2,k - Cr - al k) 
' ' 
k 3.1 - 27 
q2 k + 1 = Q2 - [. ql k a2,k + 1 = 0.0 
' ' 1 
Step Four: We now calculate the total force acting in the 
system,by calculating the sum of the individual forces acting 
between the image charges. 
Fe= 1 
or in general 
2 (r - a - a2 2) 1,2 , 
3.1 - 28 
This type of summation is relatively easy to implement on a 
digital computer (see Appendix IV). 
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3.2. Derivation of the equations of motion of small particle 
around a spherical collector. 
The ,equations of motion for a spherical particle movine; 
around a spherical collector will now be derived for the system 
j 
of Figure 3 - 8. The two bodies are assumed to be falling in 
a still fluid (air) at a constant velocity (their respective 
terminal velocities). The frame of reference will be a spheri-
cal coordinate system with origin at the center of the collector 
as shm·m. The angle + (Phi) will be assumed constant at 90°. 
Thus, the system \1 ill be invarient in the x direction and this 
derivation will consider movement in they - z plane only. 
3. 2 .1 Force Balance. l\. force balance, according to Ne\·Jton' s 
Lav, for the small particle from a reference frame on the collector 
yields.the vector equation (18) 
~ F. = mA = mdV/dt 
l 1 
F = force vector 
A= acceleration vector 
V = velocity vector 
3.2 - 1 
where the mass of the particle (m) is assumed constant. The 
terms of this enuation \•1ill be derived in component form individ-
ually and substituted into 3.2 - 1 to form the e0.uations of 
motion in component form. 
3.2.2 Inertial Force. The inertial force is given by the right 
side of eo_uation 3.2 - 1 and can be placed in component form by 
reducing the acceleration vector into its components (43). 
A = ArUr + !ieUe + Af Ut 
Ur= sinecos~i + sinesin~_j_ + cosek 
Ue = cosecos~I + .2,osecos·Jj --· sinek-
U~ = sinti + cos~j 
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Ar= d2r/dt2 - r(de/dt) 2 - rsin2e(dt/dt)2 
Ae = (l/r)d(r2de/dt)/dt - rsinecose(de/dt) 2 
AJ = (l/rsine)d(r2sin2ede/dt)/dt 
I,J,k = unit vectors of system 
The acceleration components for the system of Figure 3 - 8 reduce 
to 
Ar= d2r/dt2 - r(de/dt)2 
Ae = rd2e/dt2 + 2(dr/dt)(de/dt) 
and the component forms for the inertial force terms become 
m/\.r = mdV~ dt = m(d
2r/dt2 - r(de/dt) 2) 
3.2 - 2 
mAe = mdVe = m(rd2e/dt2 + 2dr/dt de/dt) dt 
3.2.3 'Gravitational Force. The gravitational force on the 
particle is given by (18) 
Fg = mg 
and can be reduced to component form with the aid of Figure 3 -
9 and simple geometric considerations. 
Fgr =mgr= m(-gcose) 
3.2 - 3 
Fg = mg = m(gsine) · 
-
1 0 e 
3.2.4 Buoyancy Force. The buoyant force on the particle can 
be expressed as (2) 
and can be placed in component form by using the gravitational 
components as derived in the previous section. 
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i. 
Fbr = m( e I e P)gr = m( e I e P) (-gcose) 
Fb8 = m( e I e P)g8 = m( e I e P)(gsine) 
3.2 - 4 
2.2 5 Electrostatic Force. The electrostatic force on the 
particle can, in general, be written as 
where 
Ek = 1/Li-Tf £ 
0 
and the form of the functional relationship can be determined 
by (for example) the method of images as discussed in 3.1.8. 
The units on Ek, which tend to be somewhat confusing, are dis-
cussed in Appendix IIb. The electrostatic force (attractive or 
repulsive) acts in the radial direction only and thus the compo-
nent form is similar to the vector form. 
Fe = Ek f 
"'-· r Q 
"-3 -
3.2 - 5 
2.2.6 Fluid Resistance Force. The fluid resistance (or drag) 
force cnn be represented by the Stoke's equation with the 
Cunningham Correction factor (see Appendix IIa) for molecular 
slip as (2, 25) 
Fs = 3"TT"µ.Dpv* 
C 
with the particle relative velocity given by 
3.2 - 6 
~* = V - V 3.2 - 7 p f 
Equaticn 3.2 - 7 can best be explained with the aid of Figure 3 -
10. In Figure 3·10a the reference frame has been placed in the 
still fluid (e.ir) and from this point the particle and droplet 
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collector appear to be falling at their terminal velocities 
(corresponding to the actual physical situation). However, 
this is not the case when the frame of reference is on the drop-
let, as has been assumed for the system of Figure 3 - 8. 
"Sitting on the collector", the fluid appears to be approaching 
with a certain velocity (equal in magnitude but opposite in sign 
to the falling velocity of the collector at large distances from 
the collector) and the particle with a certain velocity (eoual 
in magnitude, at large sepera.tions, to the difference in falling 
velocities of the two bodies). The velocity to be used in Stoke's 
equation is the relative velocity between the particle and the 
fluid it is flowing in, as shown in Figure 3 - 10b and expressed 
by equation 3.2 - 7. 
The velocity components for the particle in terms of the 
coordinate system of Figure 3 - 8 are (43) 
= dr/dt 
3.2 - 8 
v = rde/dt pe 
The form of the fluid velocity components is more complex because 
the expressions are dependent on the type of flow assumed. The 
following expressions have been developed (2, 25) for the fluid 
velocity components for potential flow around a sphere 
= v (1 - Rl3) 
0 7 cose 
- Vfe = v (1 + Rl3) sine 
o 2r3 
and in viscous flow. 
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3.2 - 9 
= V (1 - 2. fil + l Rl3) 
0 3 2 r 2 r 
cose 
3.2 - 10 
v f = -v ( 1 - 2. Rl - 1 Rl3) sine 
e o 4. r L~ r3 
2-!1_.7 Eauations of Motion - Vector form. The equations of 
motion can now be obtained. by replacing the summation in 
eouation 3. 2 - 1 with the external force expressions just a.eve loped. 
The sign of each term can be ascertained by remembering that: 
1) gravity acts in the opposite direction of the forces of buoy-
ancy and fluid resistance (2), 2) the electrostatic attractive 
force acts toward the collector, and 3) the inertial force is 
in the direction of particle velocity. The inertial force term 
is assigned a positive value (plus sign) when it acts in the 
positive z direction (upward in Figure 3 - 8) and, assumin~ 
attractive electrostatic forces, the enuation of motion in vector 
form is obtained, 
+ m dV /dt = + Fr; - Fb - Fs + Fe 3.2 - 11 
i'. r) 8 J.c... Enuations of motion - component form. The ~omponent form 
of 3.? - 11 can be vITitten by sutstituting enuation 3.2 - ? into 
the left side ond equations 3.~ - 3 through 9 into the right side 
m(d2r _ r(d8 )~) ~ m(-gcose) - m(e I e )(-gcose) 
dt2 dt p 
3TT fa Dp[dr Rl3 ~ 
- · - - ( v ( 1 - - 3) c ose) + ElcfQ C dt o r 
3.2 - 12a 
2 
m/rd ~ + 2dr de)= m(r;sine) - m( e I ('p)(gsine) 
\ d.t dt dt 
3.2 - 12b 
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The final component form of the equations of motion for the 
particle around the collector in spherical coordinates and 
potential flow are obtained by combining terms and solving for 
the highest derivative. 
d2r r(de)2 _ g(l e I e P)cose )11" fa. Dp [ dr dt2 = dt me dt 
Rl3 ] Ekf 
- V (1 
- r 3)cose + =:.Q 3.2 - 13a 0 m 
- ~ dr de + E(1 - e I e )sine - 3Tf p. Dp[de 
r dt dt r P me dt 
3.2 - 13b 
These equations are transformed to dimensionless form in 
Appendix I. 
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4. APPLICATIONS OF THEORY 
4.1 Solutions to Equations of Motion 
,, · The equations of motion for a. particle moving around a 
.. 
spherical collector (equations 3.?. - 13) were solved by numer-
ical methods on a digital computer. The programing logic used 
a Runge - Kutta type intee;ration algorithm ·to calculo.te the 
trajectory of the particle. The initial conditions of the tra-
jectory were (see Yigurcs 3 - 1, 3 - 8). 
z = - 11-50. De 
y = some fraction of criterion distance for n hit 
Vy= 0.0 
v = - (terminal velocity of collector~ terminal 
z velocity of particle) 
and a _convergence scheme was used to obto.in the limitinr; trajec-
tory.. The programing logic is discussed in more detail in 
Appendix IV. 
4.2 Numerical Results 
The computer program was implemented on a CDC 6400 digital 
computer. It was run under a variety of conditions designed to 
show ~he effects of the various collection mechanisms discussed 
earlier. The results of these runs will be presented beginning 
with inertial impaction ns the only mechanism, and then adding 
the other mechanisms. Comparisons will be made with existing 
· theoretical and experimental data where applicable. Some possi-
·ble industrial applications will also be considered. 
4.2. l -- Inertial Impaction. Results for the inertial impaction 
mechanism are obtained by neglecting the el~ctrostatic and 
-41-
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gravitational terms in the equations of motion and setting the 
interception parameter to zero. The first two changes make their 
respective collection parameters 0.0. The last change affects 
the boundary conditions by making the criteria for a hit equal 
to Dc/2.0 (i.e. a hit when particle center passes within one 
collector radius of the collector). 
The results of the computer runs under these conditions 
are tabulated in Appendix III (Table 1) and plotted (as contin-
uous lines) in Figure L~ - 1 as efficiency of collection (E) versus 
the square root of o/ with R = O.O, G = 0.0. The square root 
of the inertial impaction parameter is used to make the abscissa 
directly proportional to particle diameter. The upper limit of 
the curve (maximum efficiency) approaches 1.0 (100%) as predicted 
by equ.ation 3.1 - 7 with R = 0.0. A value for fat zero efficiency 
wns not obtained because it was unnecessary (see section 3.1.1). 
The shape of the curve between these limits is generally what 
was expected i.e. increasing efficiency with increasing f. As 
f increases the ps.rticle possess greater inertia and will tend 
to follow·fu.e streamlines less when they diverge, yielding a 
higher efficiency due to a larger limiting offset value. 
4.2.2 Interception. Interception can be added to the model by 
a change in boundary conditions i.e. the criteria for a hit is 
set at Dc/2.0 + Dp/2.0 (ahit when particle center passes within 
collector radius plus particle radius of collector). This mech-
anism talces into account the radius of the parti~le (see 
Figure 3 - 1). This boundary condition for a hit, Re+ Rp, 
-42-
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becomes 1 + R for the dimensionless equations of motion. 
The results for the above case are tabulated in Appendix 
III (Table 2) and plotted (as continuous lines) in Figure 4 - 1 
for R = 0.1 and G = 0.0. The entire curve is shifted to higher 
efficiencies. This effect is as expected since a value for R 
greater than 0.0 amounts to increasing the distance at which 
a hit is considered to occur. 
4.2.3 Gravity. Gravity effects are added to the model by 
retaining the gravity term in the equations of motion. The 
efficiency of collection for a fixed value off at constant R 
is dependent only on the value of r and not on the vulues of 
the individual variables used to calculate f. This is not true 
for the gravitational parameter G. G, at fixed f 2ncl R, can 
have many values depending on the values o: the variables used 
to calculate it and will exert a varying influence on efficiency 
of collection depending on its value. This influence can be 
correlated by combining G and 'r' into G/f • 
The results for the cases of G/f = 8.8 x 10-5 and G/f 
-- 8.8 x 10-2 are tabulated in Appendix III (T2.ble 3) and plotted 
(as continuous lines) in Figure L~ - 1. The results for the first 
case are identical to those for G = 0.0 while the results for 
the second case show lov1ered efficiencies and can be explained 
uith the aid of Figures 3 - 1 and 3 - 9. Gravity exerts influence 
in a dovmward ·direction and, as the streamlines diverge, acts 
to pull the particle away from the collector. This results in 
a smaller y1 . to obtain a hit and thus a lowered efficiency. J.m ' 
-44-
4.2.4 Discussion. Some comparisons can now be made with appli-
cable theoretical and experimental data of other workers. 
Plotted in Figure L~ - 2 are the results for R = O.O, G = 0.0 
and R = 0.0, G/'V = 8.8 x 10-2 (taken from Figure 4 - 1) along 
with Langmuir and Blodgetts' (30) theoretical curves and Jarman's 
(21) experimental data points. 
Langmuir and Blodgett performed a force balance on a particle 
moving around a spherical collector assuming potential flow 
streamlines. Their dimensionless ~ parameter was obtained by 
definition to aid in application of the theory (see section 3.1.1 
l 
for definition). This parameter can be crudely related to G by 
dividing by r to obtain 
f / f = {' PD~/ e cD~ 
2 G/ 'JI = gDc/v 0 
from which it can be seen that, in general, conditions which yield 
a low G also yield a low} value (e.g. small collector diameter, 
lm·1 particle density) and vice versa. The curve for R = 0.0, 
G = 0.0 is essentially indentical to Langmuir and Blodgetts' 
curve for } = 0.0 in Figure 4 - 2. This result is to be expected 
since their assumptions are essentially identical to the assump-
tions in this report. The curves for R = 0.0, G/\Jl = 8.8 x 10-2 
and I = 100. yield lower efficiencies than those for R = 0.0, 
G = 0.0 and!= 0.0. This result is also to be expected since 
increasing values of G and ~ both imply the same general changes 
occurring in the system (e.g. smaller collector diameter). 
-45-
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Jarman's.original paper was not available and the experimen-
cal data was taken from Strauss(41). The general agreement with 
R = O.O, G = 0.0 curve would imply that Jarman's experimental 
conditions made the effects of gravity and interception negligible. 
The scatter at low 'I' is probably due to experimental error since 
the conditions necessary to generate low 'JI (e.g. low Dp, low 
v ) create difficult me2.surement conditions. Ranz and Wong 
0 
(36) have also obtained data applicable to this case. However, 
it was all taken over a small range at low '¥ and was nui te 
scattered and of questionable accuracy even to Ranz and Wong. 
No other experimental data was found which could be applied to 
the system of this report. 
L~.2.5. Electrostatics. Electrostatic effects are added to the 
model ~y retaining the electrostatic term in the eGuations of 
motion. The results of computer runs under these conditions are 
tc1.bulated in Appendix III (Table 4) and plotted in Figure 4 - 3 
(as continuous lines) as efficiency (E) versus electrostatic 
parameter (ES) for values of f of Q. 117, 1.17, and 11. 7 and 
R = 0.0. ES is defined in a similar manner to Kraemer's elec-
trostatic parameters, (see section 3.1.7), as the ratio of the 
electrostatic force at the surface of collector to the fluid 
resistance force at a relative particle velocity of v0 , or 
ES_ Ek Ql Q2/(Rl + R2) 2 
- 3lrfoDpv0 
C 
= CEk Ql Q2/3 Tr p Dp v O (Rl + R2)
2 
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Figure 4 - 1.J. is a crossplot constructed from Figure 4 - 3. 
The curve of Kraemer for~= O.O, G = 0.0 and R = 0.0 
(Figure 3 - 5) is also included in Figure 4 - 3. This curve 
appears to fit the trend (discussed in detail below) of the 
other curves quite well. Kraemer's assumptions were (luite similar 
to the assumptions used in the model of this work except for the 
method of calculating the electrostatic force (see section 3.1.7). 
The electrostatic parameters were all developed in an identical 
manner and thus, the two models should be expected to yield 
similar results. 
The shape and trend of the curves in Figure '~ - 3 can be 
explained by recalling the discussion in section 3.1.7. That 
discus?ion pointed out the conditions which yield a high value 
of 'fl act to decrease the effect of electrostatic forces. This 
is also shovm in Figure L~ - 3. The efficiency of collection at 
'fl= 11.7 is approximately 96% with no electrostatic forces present. 
No observable increase in efficiency is obtained 1vhen electro-
static forces are added until the electrostatic parameter (ES) 
J.s of approximately the same order of magnitude as 'P . When ES 
is much smaller the.n 'f' the electrostatic forces are much smaller 
than the inertial forces (recall the definitions of ES and 'f) 
and would have little effect on efficiency, as shown. As ES 
approaches 'I' the forces become equal and an increase in efficiency 
results. When ES 1s much greater than 'f, the electrostatic 
force is predominant and yields efficiencies much greater than 
for ES= 0.0. This trend is observable for the three curves with 
-49-
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increased efficiencies first observable when ES is approximately 
an order of magnitude lower than f . 
Another interesting observation concerning the trend of these 
curves (evident in Figure 4 - 4) is that the lower the value of 
o/ , then the lower ES can be to obtain improved efficiencies. 
Practically, this means that improved efficiencies can be obtained 
with relatively small electrostatic charges (i.e. low power re-
quirements) so long as '11 is very small. Industrially, this means 
that equipment which operates at low lf' (generally yielding low 
efficiencies) should be greatly improved by adding relatively 
small electrostatic charges. 
4.2.6 Collection Parameters. A brief discussion of what has 
been learned about the collection parameters r' G, and ES lS 
in order at this point. These parameters can, in general, be 
considered as 
'P = inertial force/fluid resistance force 
G = gravity force/fluid resistance force 
ES= electrostatic force/fluid resistance force 
Since the three ratios are referred to the base force, the para-
meters can be compared directly in terms of magnitude. This 
leads to the conclusion, supported by the above results, that 
the higher a collection parameter is compared to the other para-
meters, the more effect this parameter will have in determining 
collection efficiency. Thus, the major forces affecting collection 
efficiency in an appa.rutus at given conditions can be estimated 
by cal?ulating the collection parameters. Johnstone (23), using 
-51-
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a Venturi Atomizer, cal~ulated a~ much larger than the other 
' 
parameters and was able to correlate some experimental data with 
f. 
4.2.? Industrial Application. The above discussion implies that 
electrostatic forces would greatly enhance the efficiency of spray 
scrubbers under certain conditions. Other authors (41, 46) have 
also stated this implication, but few (23, 25) have gone further 
than to state it. Johnstone (23) conducted some experimental 
work with charged aerosols in his Venturi Atomizer and found 10% 
increased efficiency for aerosol particles charged to 5096 of their 
maximum charge. The relatively small increase is probable due 
to the fact that since only the aerosol was charged, the electro-
static parameter was not large enough to overcome~ and yield 
highe~ efficiencies. Kraemer (25) theoretically showed an elec-
trified spray scrubber system to be much more efficient than the 
non-electrified system. He listed other advantages of the elec-
trified system as 1) the system could handle high dust loadings 
v,ithout high voltages 2) dust reentrainment and resistivety would 
not need to be considered and 3) the system would require a lower 
water rate and lower pressure drop than a. regular scrubber operating 
at the same efficiency. 
An electrified spray scrubber system appears to possess great 
potential in the particulate removal area, yet, no other theoret-
ical work or industrial applications could be found. This has 
probably been caused by two problems: 1) a theoretical model 
applicable to most industrial applications has not been available 
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(e.g. Langmuir and Blodgett considered only inertia while Kraemer 
considered only the electrostatic mechanism), and 2) the experi- 1 
mental work necessary to refine the model for design application 
would be difficult and expensive. The model developed in this 
report is an initial attempt toward solving the first problem 
and developing some basic groundwork needed for the second problem. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
The major conclusions reached in this report are: 
1) A model has been developed for the capture of a particle 
by a spherical collector which is capable of obtaining results 
in the region between Langmuir and Blodgetts' model for inertial 
impaction only and Kraemer's model of the electrostatic collection 
mechanism. Dimensionless parameters to characterize the various 
mechanisms of collection were also discussed. 
2) \\lhen one collection parameter is very much larger than 
the others, the efficiency of collection is found to be dependent 
only on that mechanism. When the magnitudes of the parameters 
are approximately e~ual, the efficiency is dependent on the re-
spective mechanisms. 
3,) vfuen the electrostatic parameter is much larger than 
the others, the efficiency of collection is larger (sometimes 
orders of magnitude) than the maximum efficiency possible \·1ith-
out electrostatic forces present. 
4) The use of electrostatic charges in a spray scrubber 
system should greatly enhance the efficiency of collection. 
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS 
Recommendations for further study include 
1) The model has been derived for a single particle and 
single collector. It should be modified to reflect the effects 
of a number of collectors and particles. 
2) The modified model should be studied to yield a series 
of correlations between efficiency of collection and the various 
collection parameters (such as Figure 4 - 3). 
3) An experimental program should be implemented to verify 
and/or refine the modified model for industrial application 
nnd design work. 
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7. APPENDIX 
I. E~uations of motion - dimensionless 
IIa. Cunningham Correction Factor 
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APPENDIX I. 
Equations of Motion - Dimensionless. 
We define the following dimensionless variables 
r = 2r/Dc 
t = 2v t/Dc 
- 0 
or 
r = rDc/2 
t = tDc/2v 
- 0 
and substitute them into equation 3.2 - 13a to yield 
(2v~/Dc) d2r/d~2 = (rDc/2)(de/dt)2(4v~/Dc) 
-g(l - e I ep)cose - (18p/n~ f>pC) 
[v0 dr/dt - v0 (1 - l/r3)cose] 
+11{ rQ/(rr DJ5 f P/6) 
Now multiply by Dc/v~ to yield 
2d2r/dt2 = (2r)(de/dt) 2 - (gDc/v~)(l -e /ep)cose 
-(18.f'-Dc/D§ (' P Cv 0 ) [ dr/dt - (1 - l/r3) cosaJ 
+ 6 Fe Dc/Tf Dp e p vg 
Now recall that 
f = C e p v O Dp /18 JA- De 
G ,-: \/' g Dc/v~ 
Fs = 3Trp.Dp v 0 /C 
and multiply by 'I' to obtain 
2 '/I d2.£/dt2 = (2f :£)(de/dt)2 -G(l - e It P)cose 
-lrdr/dt - .(1 - 1 /r3 )cosa] + E3 
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Similar manipulations with 3.2 - 12b yields 
4 'f' d2e/dt2 = -(8 \f' /r)(dr/dt)(de/dt) + (2G/r) 
(1 - e I ep)sine -
2fde/dt + ( 1/r)(l + 1 /2~3 )sine] 
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APPENDIX II 
a. Cunningham Correction Factor to Stokes' eguation. 
The Cunningham Factor is necessary to correct for depar-
ture from Stokes' Law when the particle radius becomes com-
parable to the mean free path (A) of the fluid molecules 
(7, 5). When this occurs the assumption of a continuous fluid, 
made by Stokes, is no longer valid. The particle actually may 
be able to "slip" between molecules, experiencing less resistnnoe 
than implied by Stokes' Law and thus a higher terminal velocity 
than calculated by Stokes' Law. 
A number of empirical and theoretical equations have been 
developed to estimate the magnitud.e of this correction. They 
all take the general form of C = 1 + ( ~/Rp) (kl + k2 exp 
( -k3Rp/).. ) ) with the difference in the values of the constants 
kl, k2 and k3. Davies (7), taking weighted averages from four 
such estimates based on correctness over certain ranges, has 
calculated the constants to be 
kl= 1.257 
k2 • O.L~ 
k3 = 1.10 
which yield the following magnitud·es of correction. 
Dp (microns) Correction(%) 
20. Less than 1 
5. Approx. 5 
1. 16 
0.1 Almost 300 
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Kraemer (25), Dawkins (9) and DallaValle (4) have useq. 
C = l 1 + .16 /Dp(microns) 
. ' 
as an estimate of the correction for particles in air. This 
estimate, which yields the following correction~, 
Dp (microns) Correction (%) 
20. .8 
5. 3.2 
1. 16~ 
0.1 260. 
is used in this work. 
b •· Dimensions of Electrostatic Constant. 
The electrostatic force is given by e~uation 3.2 - 5 .as 
where dimensions of force are 
lb= slug ft/sec2 
und fQ is proportional to 
Ql 0,2/r2 = coul2/rt2 
Thus, we can conclude the units of Ek to be 
slug· ft3 /coul 2 sec2 
The electrostatic constant is generally expressed as (18) 
Ji..'k = l/4-11bo 
where the units of £0 are 
coul2/rit m2 
and thus the units of Ek are 
nt m2/coul2, or kg rn3/sec2 coul2 
The conversion to the correct units then becomes 
(kgm3/sec2 coul2)(slug/14.59kg)(ft3/.0283l?m') 
~slug rt' /sec'2 coul2 . . · 
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APPENDIX III Results of Computer Runs 
Tnble 1 
De 
~ 
50. 
50. 
50. 
50. 
50. 
50. 
50. 
50. 
50. 
50. 
50. 
900. 
900. 
500. 
500. 
500. 
500. 
500. 
500. 
500. 
Note: 
R = 0.0 Potential Flow 
G = 0.0 ES= 0.0 (De, Dp in microns) 
+. 'fl Offset Efficienc;y .116 .238 .056 
6.5 .195 .414 .171 
8.5 .332 .573 .328 
10.0 .458 .655 .429 
12.0 .658 .734 .538 
14.0 .894 .789 .623 
16.0 1.17 .830 .688 
18.0 1.47 .860 .739 
20.0 1.82 .883 .779 
25.0 ?.84 .921 • 8L~8 
30.0 4.08 .943 .890 
35.0 5.55 .958 .917 
1. 5 .202 .425 .181 
100.0 813.0 .999 .999 
5.0 1.16 .829 .688 
6.5 1.95 .889 .79? 
8.5 3.32 .931 .867 
10.0 L~. 58 .949 .901 
lL~.0 8. 9LI- .973 .947 
18.0 14.70 .983 .967 
30.0 L~0.80 .994 .987 
All computer runs considered air at ?5°C as the 
suspending fluid. Particle density was 62.4 lb/ft' 
unless otherwise indicated. 
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Table 2 
R = Dp/De Potential Flow 
G = 0.0 ES= 0.0 3 (De, Dp in microns, e pin lb/ft) 
De ~ J.- e P. Offset Efficiene;y ,cm:- 250. .999 1.208 
500. 50. 113. 62.4 .997 1.204 
500. 50. 56. 31.2 .996 1.195 
500. 50. 23. 12.5 .991 1.180 
500. 50. 11.3 6.2L~ .982 1.17 
500. 50. 6.8 3.75 .971 1.14 
500. 50. 4.52 2.50 •. 958 1.11 
500. 50. 3.L~O 1.87 .945 1.08 
500. 50. 1.13 .624 .862 .902 
500. 50. .905 .499 .837 .850 
500. 50. .680 .375 .799 .770 
500. 50. .452 .249 .739 .660 
500. 50. .230 .125 .625 .L~80 
500. 50. .113 .062 .526 .340 
600. 60. 19.5 6.24 .989 1.17 
· 600. 60. 1.95 .624 .911 1.00 
' 
I 
ii 
J 
,, 
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Table 3 
De 
"5"0"o." 
500. 
500. 
500. 
500. 
500. 
50. 
50 
50. 
50. 
50. 
50. 
50. 
50. 
300. 
300. 
300. 
R = 0.0 Potential Flow 
ES = 0 
(De, Dp in microns) 
~ G i1 Offset Efficienc;y: I 6.6E-5 .75 .?58 .575 
6.0 l.5E-4 1.67 .87L~ .763 
9.0 3. 3E-1-1- 3.72 .938 .880 
14. 7.9E-4 6.58 .964 .929 
20. l.6E-3 18.0 .986 .973 
50. l.OE-2 113.0 .997 .995 
4.5 8.4E-3 .095 .140 .020 
5.75 l.3E-2 .153 .310 .096 
7.5 2.3E-2 .259 .477 .227 
9.3 3.5E-2 .397 • 592 • 350 
11 .. 4.9E-2 • 554 .667 .4LL5 
16. .11 1.17 .789 .623 
25. .25 2.84 .860 .740 
30. ~36 4.08 .862 .744 
10. l.13E-3 2.75 .918 .843 
20. 4.5E-3 10.90 .977 .955 
30. l.OE-2 24. 50 .989 .979 
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Table 4 
R == 0.0 Potential Flow 
r: (De, Dp in microns) De ~ G 'f ES Offset Efficiency "5Qo." l.04E-3 11.67 0.0 .979 .958 
500. 16. l.04E-3 11.67 3.0E-4 .981 .961 
500. 16. 1.04E-3 11.67 .80 1.032 1.06 
500. 16. l.04E-3 11.67 1.60 1.355 1.840 
500. 16. l.04E-3 11.67 3.14 1.930 3.730 
500. 5. l.04E-'+ 1.167 o.o .829 .688 
500. 5. l.04E-4 1.167 .001 .829 .688 
500. 5. 1. OL~E-4 1.167 .13 .874 .765 
500. 5. 1.04-E-4 1.167 .56 1.019 1.039 
500. r) • 1. Ol+E-L~ 1.167 1.0 1.449 2.100 
50. 5. 1.04-E-2 .117 0.0 .238 .056 
50. 5. 1.04E-2 .117 .1 • 515 .260 
50. 5. l.OLJ.E-2 .117 3.0 3.45 11.9 
50. 5. l.04E-2 .117 8.0 5.47 29.9 
500. 10. 4.06E-4 4.58 1.96 1.899 3.61 
. ( 
~·· 
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APPENDIX IV 
Computer Programing 
The computer programing is discussed in detail with the 
aid of standard flow diagrams (34) and consists of a main 
program, SCRUB, a function subroutine, F0RCE, and twelve sub-
routines, PRNPLT, C0NSTAN, INGRATE, IV0DE, DERV, NEWP0S, TIMECH, 
C01LIDE, SRCHMN, NEWP0T, TRIAL, and DIMEN (a basic lmowledge of 
FORTRAN IV programing language is assumed for this discussion). 
The subroutine discussions contain a summary of what the rou-
tine does, before the detailed program logic is explained. The 
use of these summaries allows the main program to be read and 
understood without lmm·1ing the logic of each subroutine. Sub-
routines which contain no logic (i.e. merely calculate or set 
variables and constants) or contain simple, straightforward 
logic are discussed without the aid of flow diagtams. A 
summary of input data required and output options available is 
given at the end of the programing discussion for reference. 
(The flow diagrams contain only those print out statements 
which are automatic and not controlled by the user). 
a. SCRUB. Program SCRUB determines the minimum trajectory of 
a small particle for which it is just captured by a larger 
collector in an air stream with or without electrostatic charges 
on the bodies. . The program flowchart, Figure IV - 1, c~tains 
five numbered points which form the basis for the discussion 
of program logic. 
Point 1. PRNPLT sets the output option desired and the 
type of fluid flow desired (viscous or potential) while C0NSTAN 
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CALL PRNPLT 
and CONSTAN 
NIH= 0 
NIHT = 0 
NTRY = 0 
NT= 0 
OG = 1.0 
oss = o.o 
CALL EXIT 
READ 
OFFSET 
OFFHI = 2x 
OFFLO = 0.0 
STOP = 10-3 
STOPI= 10-2 
GALL EXIT 
Z = -450.Dc 
Y = OFFSET (Rp+Rc) 
VY= 0.0 
vz = o.o 
INTERR =0. 
RMIN = De 
Figure IV - 1 
no 
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G.All INGRATE 
YO(l)=dr/dt 
Y0(2) = r 
Y0(3)=de/dt 
Y0(4) = e 
L = 1 
R(L) =Y0(2) 
A(L) = ••• 
DRDT(L)= ••• 
DADT(L)= ••• 
L = L + 1 
R(L)=Y0(2) 
DADT(L)= •••. 
T L = Tl 
yes 
RMIN = R(L) 
GALL 
COLLIDE (R 
(L),ICONDI 
,RMIN) 
TO= Tl 
Tl= Tl+ 
ZINC 
). 
.. '11,,···· ,r-·.i 1,,,, ~ • · 
Figure IV - 1 Coni;inuea. 
CALL DIMEN 
EFFIENCY:: 
PRINT EFJi'. 
COLLECTION 
PARAME'IERS 
NIIFr -= 10 
PHIWV 
SWI~-'CH 
OFFHI = x 
OFFSErr = 
OFF.LO= X 
OFFSET= 
no 
es 
es 
( 
OFFHI = 
-- OFFSET = 
OFFLO = 
OFFSET= 
C = OC 
OS= OFFSET 
CALL TRIAL 
(NT, OFFSET, 
RMIN 
no 
PC= 
NT= 1 
OC-= OS -x 
es 
..._--tNIH = 10 
GO TO 
2 
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sets or calculates most constants needed for the remainder of 
the programing. Some flags and counters are given initial values 
and are discussed as they are used. An end-of-run check is 
made and then the initial offset distance (x in equation 3.1 - 6), 
the initial search interval and the magnitude of the criteria 
for an answer are set. 
Point 2. A trajectory is begun by incrementing the tra-
jectory counter and checking if the maximum number of attempts 
per run has been exceeded. The initial conditions are set 
(in y-z coordinates) along with initial values for the INTERR 
array (see NEWP0S) and an arbitrary initial minimum radial dis-
tance. INGRATE sets parameters which choose alternatives in 
the IV0DE integration routine. The initial conditions in 
spherical coordinates (calculated from y-z conditions) are 
placed in the YO array necessary for IV0DE (see DERV) and then 
stored in different arrays to keep values at all points of the 
trajectory. 
Point 3. The actual point to point integration along the 
trajeitory is then started by calling NEl.vP0S, which integrates 
over the time interval set in INGRATE using the IV0DE routine. 
DERV is a routine required by IV0DE for evaluation of the variable 
t 
derivatives. NEWP0S takes the YO values at TO, integrates over 
the interval TO to Tl, and brings back YO values at Tl. These 
values are saved as the next point in the trajectory array and 
the radial distance is checked against the current minimum radial 
distance. C¢LLIDE determines if a capture (hit) or miss have 
occurred or if the particle is still approaching the collector. 
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If the latter is true, th~n the time interval is incremented 
and the trajectory continued by integrating over this interval. 
Point 4. A check is made to determine if the hit or miss 
is "close enough", a? given by STOP, to be considered the limiting 
trajectory which jusb 11 touches 11 the collector and, if so, the 
efficiency and collection parameters are calculated and printed 
out. If not, a procedure is begun to find an offset value for 
the next trajectory attempt. A check of certain flags is made 
to determine if a switch to the interval halving convergence 
scheme has been made and if this is the first time through this 
method (in v1hich case the notice of switch is printed out). 
The new offset is then determined by interval halving of the 
search interval and. returned to Point 2 to begin a new trajec-
tory. If no switch has been made, then the Newton-Raphson con-
vergence scheme is started. 
Point 5. The scheme is begun by updatinrs the search inter-
val depending on a hit or 2 miss. The test for convergence of 
this method doGs not begin until the sixth attempt andihus, the 
value of the difference between present a1d previous offset 
value is not saved until the fifth trajectory attempt (initially 
eciual to one). The present offset value is now saved and TRIAL 
is used to determine an offset value.by the Newton-Raphson method. 
Since this method uses a slope calculation which requires at 
least two points, the method is skipped the first time (signaled 
by NT) and a percentar.;e method used to obtain the second offset 
value. The difference is now calculated between the present 
nnd previous offset (OC) and compared to the value of the 
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difference between the previous and next-to-previous offset 
(C) to determine convergence. This comparison should decrease 
in value if method is converging and if not, a flag is set to 
indicate switch to interval halving and continue. 
b. PRNPLT. This routine sets the parameters which determine 
1) the type and quantity of output to be printed and 2) the 
type of streamline flm·1 equations, potential or viscous, to be 
used in DERV eouations. It does this by reading the first data 
card. 
c. C0NSTAN. The second data card, containing diameters, charge 
' percentages, density and temperature is read here. The routine 
then 1) calculates and/or sets most constants needed by SCRUB 
and the other routines, 2) calculates terminal velocity of 
partic~e and collector and 3) converts imput data from microns 
to feet and degrees C to degrees Kelvin. The run heading, con-
sisting of type of flow, diameters, charges, density and temp-
erature, is printed out in this routine. 
d. INGRATE. This routine sets parameters which select alter-
natives in the IV0DE integration routine and appear as arguments 
in the call to IV0DE in NEWP0S~ These include type and magni-
tude of error, number of first order differentials to integrate, 
type of integration algorithm to use and initial and final values 
of the initial time interval of integration. 
e. IV0DE!. This is a numberical integration routine\'lritten by 
Dr. \'l. E. Schiesser of Lehigh University and available on per-
manent file at the Lehigh Computing Center. It requires a 
number of arguments (mostly set in INGRATE) plus an array of 
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variables and DERV, a routine to evaluate the derivatives of 
the system. 
f. DERV. This is a user written subroutine required by IV0DE 
for derivative evaluation. The Runge-Kutta integration algorithms 
of IV¢DE require first order differentials and thus, the second 
order equations of motion (3.2 - 13) must be transformed as 
follows: Four variables are defined as 
YO(l) = V(l) = dr/dt 
Y0(2) = V(2) = r 
Y0(3) = de/dt 
Y0(4) = e 
and substituted into the equations of motion to obtain the 
following derivative array used by DERV. 
D(l) = d2r = dV(l) = V(2) V(3)2 - g(l - f! /f ) cos V(4) 
dt2 dt P 
-( 3 Jr .,P- Dp/mC) 
D(?)= .d2e = dV(3) = 
dt2 dt 
(v0 (1-Rl3/v(2)3) cos V(4)) + EkfQV(?)/m 
d2e/dt2 = -(2/V(2)) V(l)V(3) 
+(g/V(2)) (1 - e / fp) sin V(4) - (-v0 /V(2) (l-Rl3/2 V(?)3) 
(sin V(4)) 
D(2) dr dV(2) V(l) 
= dt = = dt 
D(4) =de= dV(4) = V(3) dt dt 
J 
g. NEWP¢S. This routine uses IV0DE to integrate over the time 
interval initially set in INGRATE. If over an interval the error 
criterion cannot be met, then TIMECH is called to halve the 
interval until this criterion is met, and the trajectory integration 
continued with this interval. The YO array enters NEWP0S as 
values of variables at beginning of interval and exists as values 
of variables at the end of the interval. 
h. TIMECH. If the error criterion is not satisfied, then this 
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routine changes the time interval of integration to one-half 
its present value (~(Tl - TO)) and places the YO array back to 
its values at TO, ready for integration over the new, halved 
interval. 
i. C0LLIDE. This routine determines if the particle is still 
approaching the collector and v,hen they have missed or collided 
with each other. The flowchart is diagrammed in Figure IV - ?. 
Initially the flag is set at the particle still approaching value 
and the distance set at which a hit is considered to occur. If 
the Z coordinate distance is greater than that needed for a hit, 
then the particle is still approaching and return to SCRUB. If 
not, and the minimum rs.dial distance is less than the prescribed 
collision distance, then the particle has been captured and the 
flag is set accordingly and returned. If the radial distance 
is still decreasing, then the particle is still approachin~ and 
a return to SCRUB to continue the trajectory occurs. If not, 
then the particle has gone past the collector and SRC}Il~~ is 
called to find the minimum radial distance of the trajectory. 
Since the trajectory consists of discrete points, the possi-
bility for a minimum radial distance located between points 
exists and this is what SRCHMN finds. This minimum is cheGked 
for a hit or miss and. the flB.g set accordingly. SRCHMN is 
called only once per trajectory as signaled by NHS. If it still 
detects a miss, then the trajectory is carred to .75 collector 
diameters past the collector to ch.eek for any collisions on the 
back side of collector due to curving back of the particle. 
j. SRCHMN. This routine searches for the minimum radial distance 
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RETURN 
RETURN 
( 
RETURN 
Figure IV - 2 
COLLIDE 
IC= 1 
REIYIA=Rc+Rp 
CALL 
SRCHMN 
RMIN=RXMIN 
yes 
yes 
IC= 3 
NHS= 1 
RETURN 
IC= 2 
~~~y_e_s _-11 NHS = 1 
RETURN 
-73-
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of a trqjectory by a brute force, interval halving, line search 
technique and is called by C¢LLIDE when it detects an increase 
in radial distance indicating particle has passed collector. 
Figure IV - 3 contains the flowchart for this routine. Initially 
the flag is set to indicate that SRCHMN has been called for 
this trajectory. A comparison is now made between nresent radial 
distance and the radial distance at previous trajectory points 
until a value is obtained greater than the present value. The 
minimum radial distance of trajectory lies bet\·1een this point 
and the present point. The variables at this past point are 
saved in various arrays, the current time interval ha.l ve~-_§1-~~ 
~/ -----
aft er defining the AY0 array to be used by IV0DE, on i{ntegr·ation 
over the interval is performed by NEWP0T. NEVJP0T takes the values 
of AY0 array at TO (start of interval), integrates over the time 
interval using IV0DE, and returns the values of AY0 array at Tl 
(end of interval). A check is now made of the difference between 
radial distances at each end of the interval against our criterion 
for convergence. If within the criterion, then the method has 
converged to the minimum radial distance. The time interval 
is placed to its value entering SRCHMN and the value of mini-
mum radial distance returned to C0LLIDE. If not within the 
criterion value, then a check is made to determine if radial 
distance at Tl is less than the value required for a collision 
and, if so, this value is returned to C0LLIDE. If not, then 
determine, if the radial distance is increasing or decreasing. 
If the radial distance is decreasing, the values of the variables 
at Tl are saved in the SRCHMN variable arrays, the time interval 
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Figure IV - 3 
SRCHMN 
NHS= 10 
M = 1 
RX(M)=R L-I 
AX(M) = 
DAX(M):-: 
DRX(M)= 
TO= 
Tl= 
TAX(M)= 
AZ='rl-TO/? 
Tl= TO +AZ 
AYO? = r 
AY0(4) = e 
AYO(l)=dJXl.t 
AY0(3)=d~t 
CALL HEWPOT (AYO,DERV) 
ARG = 
AYO(?) 
-RX(M) 
RXMIN = 
no 
AYO(?.. .,..__..aa 
TO =-~(L-1) 
'l'l = T L 
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M = M + 1 
RX(M)=AY0(2 
AX(M)= 
DAX(M)= 
DRX(M)= 
TO= Tl 
Tl= Tl +AZ 
DO J = 1,10 
RX(M):-:R(M~ 
AX(M)= 
DAX(M)= 
DRX(M)= 
TAX(M)= 
Tl=TO 
+JHT2-TO) 
no 
is incremented, and the integration continued. If r is increas-
ing, the minimum has been passed and the last point in the SRCHMN 
variable array which is greater than the present point (in radial 
distance) is found and saved in array. The time interval is 
halved and an integration begun. This method continues until 
it either converges to a minimum radial distance, or obtains a 
value less than that re<iuired for a collision. 
k. NEWP0T. This routine integrates between the time limits 
set in SRCHMN, using IV0'DE. It is nuite similar to NEWP0S and 
is used only to keep bookkeeping of arrays neat. SCRUB and 
SRCHMN use different arrays to store the variables, which must 
be handled seperately through NEWP0S and NEWP0'T respectively. 
le TRIAL. This routine uses a Newton-Raphson convergence 
technique to find the limiting trajectory offset value. The 
coordinates used are (minimum radial distance - criterion dis-
tance for a collision) versus (offset value) and thus, the or-
dinate goes to zero at the correct offset value. This method 
is skipped until after the second trajectory attempt since two 
points are needed for the slope calculation necessary (the 
coordinate values are saved). Then, after each additional 
tre.,jectory attempt, the current and previous coordinate values 
are used to calculate a slope and from this a new offset esti-
mate, which is returned to SCRUB for the next trajectory attempt. 
m. DIMEN. This routine calculates the various collection 
parameters and other dimensionless groups of interest and prints 
them out, fully labelled, under the calculated efficiency answer. 
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n. F0RCE. This function routine applies the method of images 
to calculate the magnitude of the electrostatic force between 
particle and collector. The flowchart is dio.grammed in Figure 
IV - 4. A check is made to determine if the charges are close 
to zero for which case the electrostatic force is zero. A 
series of thirty image charges on each body will be calculated 
and, initially, all values are set equal to zero. The method 
of images is now begun. The logic of this section parallels 
the mathematical development of section 3.1.8 from eouation 3.1 
- 17. The notation used is, purposely, similar to that used in 
3.1.8 and the reader is referred to that section for an under-
standing of the logic of this routine. 
o. DATA CARDS. Three data cards are required with the above 
programing as described below. 
1. The first data card is read in subroutine PRNPLT and 
contains the output parameter (NPRINT) and the parameter which 
determines type of fluid flow (NFLUID), both in I5 format. 
NPRINT may have values from 1 through 7 (see Output section) 
v,hile NFLUID may have a value of 1, for potential flow, or 2, 
for viscous flow, nnd is implemented in DERV. The following 
example data card is valid for potential flow and a printout 
under output option 6 (card columns are indicated first) 
1 2 
12345678901234567890 
6 1 
" 
2. The second data card is read in CONSTAN and contains 
the diameter of the collector and particle in microns (e.g. 
500. and 50. respectively), the percent of maximum charge on 
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FORCE(RO) 
RCE = 0.0 
TURN 
DO J = lJ:) 
Q(l,J) 
0(2,J) 
R(l,J)= o. 
R(2,J) 
r2 ( 1, 1) = 
R(l;l)= 
A(l,2)= Ql 
-Q(l,l 
R(l,2)=0.0 
K = 2 
MM = K 
SUMl = 0.0 
SUM2 = 0.0 
DOM= l,MM 
Q(2,M) = 
R(2,M) = 
'UM2 = sm12 
+ Q(2,M} 
Figure IV - 4-
yes 
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L = MM + 1 
Q(2 ,L) = Q2 
-SUM2 
R(2,L) =0. 
DON= l,L 
-.(1,L) = (1,1) = 
UMl = SUMl 
+Q 1 1 
K = L + 1 
Q(l,K) =11 
-SUMl 
FORCE= 0.0 
DO I= l,K 
FORCE= 
FORCE+ 
f(Q(l~J) 
(1(2,K;) 
FORCE =EK* 
(FORCE) 
RETURN 
particle and collector (e.g. fifty percent on both), the specific 
gravity of the particle (e.g. 2.) and the temperature of the r;as 
stream in degrees Centigrade (e.g. 25.), all in Fl0.5 format. 
The second data card then becomes (card columns are indicated 
first) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123L~5678901234567890 
500. 50. 50. 50. 2.0 ?5.0 
3. The third data card is road in SCRUB and contains the 
initial estimate o.f an offset value (e.g. 3.) in F~0.10 format. 
The third data card then becomes (card columns are indicated 
first) 
1 2 
1231!-5678901234567890 
3.0 
p. 0UTPUT. The type and quantity of printout is controlled 
by NPRINT, the output parameter, contained in data card one and 
read in PRNPLT. It can h1we integer values of 1 throu~h 7 \·thich 
select the various output options as listed in NPRINT routine. 
An example of output under NPRINT ~ 6 appears in Fip;ure IV - 5 
for the cases of Newton-Raphson convergence without electrostatic 
forcoc. 
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Figure IV l 5 
FL UH FT c. L ij - ( -~FL U I O) = 1 
·1 = FUf~NTIAL. FLUW 
2 = V 1SC0U$ FLOl'I 
DIAMiTCi UF LA~Gf DROPLiT = S,JOOOC:+01 
1,.6404C:-04 
DI~MEfER ~F ~~~LL PARTI]LE - 1,0000E+01 
·3,2B08C:-05 
DENSITY GF SMJLL PA~TICLE = 6,24~7i+01 
CtiARGi J~ ::.MALL PA~TIG~::'. = 0, 
L,HARG.: ON u~1<GE lJr-:uPLC:T : o. 
l~MP~~Al~Kl UF Gl~ ST~£~M = 2,~810i+02 
fRIAL i'<I Li. 1 
' 
OFl='SET = , 7 00 0 
TRIAL ,~ :J. 2 , OFFSET = ,0715 
MICI\ONS 
Ft:::ET 
M icr..ONS 
F EE-T 
LB/FT•CU3ED 
COULpMB-S" --···- --·· -·-·--· 
C0UL0Mt3S 
KEL\IIN 
OF DP.OPLC:T R"'LJIUS 
OF D~OPL:::T RALJlUS 
Ti.UAL r~o. 3 
' 
OFFS~T = ·· · · ;· o 21:r ·oF ··01ro-Pcc:r-·k°A urn:-· 
TRIAL tJ I.J. 4 
' 
OFFSC:T = ,625b OF IJ1W PLC: T f~AU:i:Uj 
CONVE~G[J IU MIN TRAJ~CfORY AT OFFSET= ,6256 
TA~GiT lFFI~I~NCY = ,3g1 
~Ei'c.RATIUtJ ~N. = 4,:.>037t+t:.-01 
P 3 I = 4 • 5 81 7 Jt .:o i ... - ... ·. ·-·---·--------
SQ i<T [ P ~ I) = 6 • 7 \) d ~51::.- 01 
G = 4,Q6927E·02 
LLcc1 = o. 
lNTc~CEPTI0~ R = 0, 
. -· :r--· .......... · ·----' -·----
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The following appendix contains a detailed discussion of 
the computer program. This copy of the report contains a 
listing of the program after the discussion. 
I: 
: l 
Computer Program Nomenclature 
A - angle theta array of trajectory points used in SCRUB 
AA - radius of collection squared 
ABS(X) - absolute value of X 
AR - radial distance 
ARG - difference between current and last radial distance 
ARR - labelled common block name 
ATAN(X) - arc-tangent of X 
AX - value of first term of d2r/dt2 
AX - angle theta array used in SRCHMN 
AX:X. - value of first term of d2e/dt2 
AY0 - variable array for IV0DE used in SRCHMN, identical to 
YO array 
AZI - one-half of current time interval of integration 
(NEWP0T) 
AZINC - one-half of current time interval of integration (SRCHMN) 
AZX - value of dr/dt 
AZZX - value of de/dt 
BX - value of second. term of d2r/dt2 
BX:X - value of second term of d2e/dt2 
BZX - value of negative VRFLU 
BZZX - value of negative VAFLU divided by radial distance 
C 
CAPR 
current offset value minus past offset value 
- interception parameter, DIASF/DIALF 
CHARGE - value of maximum charge on a particle/labelled common 
block name 
C0LLIDE - subroutine name 
:r 
·, 
r ;. 
I 
:''.'11,,,-,'·.· 
C¢NSTAN 
C¢NV 
C0S(X) 
CRIT 
CUNN 
ex 
CXX 
01,02 
ClW,C?.W 
D 
subroutine name/labelled common block name 
- conversion value for microns to feet 
- cosine of X 
- labelled common block name 
- Cunningham correction factor 
- value of third term of d2r/dt2 
- value of third term of d2e/dt2 
- dust particle constants used in equations of motion 
and terminal velocity calculations 
- water particle constants used in terminal velocity 
calculations 
- derivative array used in DERV (1) d2r/dt2 
(2) dr/dt 
(3) d2e/dt2 
(4) de/dt 
DADT - de/dt array of trajectory points in SCRUB 
DAX - de/dt array used in SRCHMN 
DCU - radial distance cubed 
DEL2 - ordinate in Newton-Raphson method RMIN - REMA 
DERV subroutine name 
DIALF - diameter of collector 
DIAL.FF - diameter of collector in microns 
DIASF - diameter of small particle 
DIASFP diameter of small particle in microns 
DIASQLF diameter of collector s~uared 
DIASQSF - diameter of particle squared 
DIMEN 
- subroutine name 
DIST 
- radial distance 
I 
I 
i 
I 
ii ) 
11 
K - do-loop counter 
·L counter, no. of points in trajectory in SCRUB 
counter, summation in F0RCE routine 
M - counter, no. of points in trajectory of SRCHMN search 
MM - counter, summation in ]1¢RCE routine 
N -NT/do-loop counter 
NEWP0S - subroutine name/labelled common block name 
NEWP0T - subroutine name 
NEq - number of first order differential equations to 
integrate in IV0DE 
NFLUID - fluid flow p;:-.!.rameter 
·NHS - fla[; to indicate SRCHMN has been called 
NIH - flag to indicate interval halving method is being used 
NIHT - flag to indicate first time through interval halving 
method 
NLP counter, flag, used in print out logic 
NMAX - m2:xi.mum ratio of print interval to integration inter-
val in IV0DE 
NPRINT - type of output parameter 
NT 
NTRY 
NTRYN 
NTYPE 
0C 
~F 
0F3 
0FFHI 
0FFL0 
¢FFSET 
flag to indicate first time through program 
- counter, no. of trajectories attempted 
- maximum vale of NTRY per run 
- type of integration algorithm to use 1n T.f0DE 
- absolute value (OS - OFFSET) 
- previous offset value 
- offset value 
- upper value of search interval 
- lower value of search interval 
- value of the offset distance 
D¢LD - previous radial distance 
DRDT - dr/dt array of trajectory points in SCRUB 
DRX - dr/dt array used in SRCHMN 
DX - value of fourth term of d2r/dt2 
DXX - value of D(3) 
EFF - square root of efficiency of collection 
EIECl - electrostatic parameter 
EK electrostatic constant 
ERR0R magnitude of error criterion for INV0DE 
EX - AX+ BX+ ex+ DX 
EXX - AYJ.. + BXX + CXX 
FE - numerator of electrostatic p8rametcr 
FELEC - electrostatic force 
F¢RCE - function subroutine name 
FS - denominntor of electrostatic parameter 
li'X - D(l) 
FXX D(3) 
I - do-loop counter 
IC0NDIT, 
IC - flag to indicate hit, miss or still approachin~ 
I [110 - counter for time F0RCE is called 
INGRATE - subroutine name 
IN'.f.lERR - array of variable subscripts which cannot satisfy 
error criterion in IV0DE 
,, 
I IHRTYP type of error criterion for IV0DE 
IV0DE - subroutine name 
J - do-loop counter 
..... ·. ,,_ -. 
¢]1¢LD - previous offset value 
¢S - previous offset value 
0SS - previous offset value 
PARA - labelled common block na.me 
PC - RMIN/REMA 
PGRAV - gravitational collection parameter 
PRNPLT - subroutine name 
PRPT - labelled common block name 
PSI - inertial impaction collection parameter 
~(1,30) - array of image charges on sphere 1 
QA(l) - charge on collector 
QA(2) - charge on particle 
QAY - used to simpligy analytic equation for electrostatic 
force 
QPERl - per cent of maximum charge on collector 
QPER2 - per cent of maximum charge on particle 
QYY - used to simplify analytic equation for electrostatic 
force 
R(l,30) - array of location of image charges on sphere 1 
R(s,30) - array of location of image charges on sphere 2 
R 
RA(l) 
RA(2) 
RA2 
RCU 
REMA 
RH¢A 
- radial distance array of trajectory points in SCRUB 
- radius of collector 
radius of particle 
- absolute value of REMA - RA(l) 
- radius of collector cubed 
- value of the radial distance criteria for a hit 
- density of air 
l 
1 RH¢C density of particle 
RH¢W - density of water 
HINTER - interception parameter 
RMIN - minimum radial distance of trajectory 
R¢ - radial distance 
R0W - specific gravity of particle 
RX radial distance array used in SRCHMN 
RXMIN - minimum radial distance found in SRCHMN 
SAV - variable array used in NEWP0T, identical to YO array 
SCRUB - main program name 
SEPE - seperation number 
SIN(X) the sine of X 
SPSI - s~uare root of PSI 
S~RT(X) - the souare root of X 
SRCHMN subroutine name 
ST0P criterion for convergence by Newton-Raphson 
ST0.PI - criterion for convergence by interval halvinr; 
STREM labelled. common block name 
SUMl - sum of chare;es on sphere 1 
8UM2 - sum of charges on sphere 2 
T - time array of trajectory points used in SCRUB 
TO time at start of integration interval 
1r1 - time at end of intep;ration interval 
TAX - time array used in SRCHMN 
TEM - efficiency of collection 
1rEMP - temperature of gas stream 
TEST - labelled common 1:iock name 
I 
1j 
:1 
:1 
TESTD 
TESTF 
TESTS 
TIME 
TIMECH 
TRIAL 
V(4) 
VAFLU 
VELOC 
VI 
VISC 
VGR 
VR 
VRFLU 
vs 
VSM 
VY 
vz 
w 
X 
y 
YAr/J 
Yr/J 
- labelled common block name 
- labelled common block name 
labelled common block name 
- labelled common block name 
- subroutine name 
- subroutine name 
- variable array used- in DERV, identical to YO array 
- angular component of streamline velocity 
- labelled common block name 
- terminal velocity of collector 
- viscosity of gas stream 
- numerator of gravitational parameter 
- relative velocity of particle 
- radial component of streamline velocity 
- terminal velocity of particle 
- denominator of gravitational parameter 
- particle velocity y component 
- particle velocity z component 
- mass of particle 
- minir.:tum rod.ial distance in TRIAL 
- coordinate value 
- variable o.rray in SRCHNN, identical to YO array 
- variable array 
(1) dr/dt 
(2) r, radial distance 
(3) de/dt 
(4) e, angle in coordinate system 
YY - used to simplify annlytic expression for electrostatic 
force 
YYA - used to simplify analytic expression for electrostatic 
force 
Z coordinate value 
ZINC - current interval of integration 
ZAX - D(l) 
ZBX - D(2) 
ZCX D(3) 
ZDX - D('~-) 
:i 
I 
ij 
f 
f I 
:1 
j! 
;; 
I 
·.r 
" 
I 
' 
.. 
.. 
.,. 
orovo~ 
000003 
OOC001 
000003 
0~0~03 
000003 
000003 
000003 
000003 
000003 
000003 
000003 
000'.103 
000003 
CCOG03 
ooono3 
000004 
000005 
000007 
G 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
G 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
G 
C 
G 
C 
r 
V 
C 
C 
C 
C 
v 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
PROG~AM SC~UB(I~PUT,OUTPUT,PLOT,TAPE 9S=PLOT> 
EXTERNAL DERV 
C OMHGN/ Nc.W?OS/ IRRT YP, NEQ, NT YPE, ERROP, Y, Z ,1NT::RR C 4 ,-- ···· -- - - ··-··--.. ··· · 
COMMON/VELOC/ VY,VZ,VR 
COMMON/AR~/R (500> ,A (500> ,ORDT (500) ,OAQT (=,00), T C500> ,L 
COMMON/TIM€/TO,T1,ZINC 
COMMON/CHARGL/R~<2>,QA(2) 
COMMCN/CONSTAN/VISC,RHOC,EK,CONV,DIASF,DIALF,OFFSET,OIASOSF, 
10 !AS QLF, QPER1, TEMP, RCU·, Ci; C2, VI ;-w -- ··-- - .... -... -··-·--·· --- .. . . ·- -·-- - .... 
COMMON/ TEST/ AX, BX, ex • ox • EX • FX 
COMMON/TESTS/AXX,BXX,CXX,DXX,EXX,FXX 
COMMGN/TESTF/ZAX,ZBX,ZCX,ZOX 
COMMON/TESTD/AZX,aZX,AZZX,BZZX 
COMMON/ST~~M/NFLUID 
COMMON/P~PT/ NPRINT 
COMMCN/CRIT/REMA 
DIMENSION Y0(4) 
············~·····················
······················~····· \~---
PROGRAM SSr(lJO o:TERMINES THE 'ffINIMUM TF."IUrcTO'RY---·trrrs"RnLL 
PA~TICLE C~.G. JJST PAkTICLE> FOR WHICb lT IS JUST CtPTUR~O 
BY A LA~Gi PARTICL~ OR COLLECTOR CE,G, WATER D~OPLET> IN A~ 
AIR 5TR~AM WITH UR WITHOUT ELEGTROSTATIG CHA~G:S ON THE 
PARTICLC:S, 
SCRUB WAS J£VELOPtD OUkING THE P~RIOD JUNE 1971 TO JULY 1g7z 
8Y HERMAN F, Gt::ORGE TOWARD HIS MA-STER TiEG!ITr-TT-..-"tF!EflTC.AL ______ - ---
1:.NGINEERii~G AT LEHIGH UNIVERSITY IN BETHLE.Ht:,1, Pc.N,~SYLVAl'.I~, 
SCRUB APPEARS IN MR, GEORGE=S FINAL THESIS, WHtRL THt 
~~EOkETICAL BACKGROUND FOR MUCH OF THE PROGKAM 13 0ISCUSScJ 
~D PRUG~AM FLOW DIAGRAMS ARE GIVEN, 
SCRUB IS AOE~UAT~LY DOCUMENTED AND THUS LA~G~LY S~LF -
: X P L A NAT O RY • W rl c RE TH I S I S NO T T HE CA SE R CT ER E NC E 1 S HA [: t: ---
TO MR, G[ORGL=S THESIS FOR FURTHER EXPLANATIJN, SCRGB WAS 
RUN GN A CDC S£~1LS 6400 COMPUTER AT TH~ LEHIGH COM~UTI~G 
c~NTl:.R I~ ST~NDARO FORTRAN IV LANGUAG~. 
S~T PRINTOUT AND FLUID FLOW PARAM~TERS IN suaROUTIN[ P~NPLT 
W~ICH RCAJS lHE FIRST DATA CARD, 
500 CALL PRNPLT 
R~AD SiCONO GATA CARD ANO CALCULATE CONSTANTS IN CONSTAN 
vALL CONSTAN 
3ET C~ITE~IA DI5TA~CE FOR A HIT 
REMA= DIALF/2,0 
NIH IS A FLAG TO lNOICATE A SWITCH TO lHt INTERVAL HALVING 
TECHNIQUE HA!:i OCCURRED DUE TO JIVERGE.NCE oF· iH'E i~E'WTON ·:.. 
RAPHSON M~THOO, NIHT IS USED TO PRINTOUT THAT THt SWITCH 
HAS OCCURR~D, UuRING THE FIRST TIME THP.OuGH THE M~THOO, 
ass IS USC:D [JURil~G TYE INTERVAL HALVIN(, i1ETHOD TO SAVE THE 
OFFSET VALUE OF THE PREVIOUS TRAJECTORY ATTEMPT, FOF 
CJMPARIS0N PURPOStS 
NIH = 0 
-~ j 
I, 
I 
··1 
11 
:1! 
I 
' 
.. 
i: 
I' 
1: 
I 
: 
j: 
i 
i 
I 
i/1 
,,· 
·, 
::1 
/:: 
' ,·
. ' 
• I 
>;/ 
/, 
.· . ,,. 
;:,,: .,:, .,.·~\.":.:· -~ .:~·::-; .. ·, .. !·'.: ;·; ,;.~'. ), "?.:· J.J. t,~r rlt-::.::, .t -
~OC007 
000007 
000010 
000012 
000017 
000021 
000021 
000023 
000025 
00002::> 
000026 
000026 
000030 
000034 
000034 
000036 
000036 
000042 
00005.; 
00005:, 
0 ti O 065 
ooo oo.; 
00010a 
00010J 
. 000110 
000110 
000123 
000123 
010127 
000127 
C00131 
000133 
000133 
OC0135 
C 
(; 
~ 
C 
C 
"' v
.... 
v 
C 
C 
G 
i..; 
G 
C 
G 
C 
C 
~ 
~ 
C 
~ 
~ 
~ 
i..; 
C 
505 
NIH= 0 
NIHT = 0 
oss = o.o 
RfAO 1HIR~ DATA CARLI TO SET INITIAL ,UFFSiT VAlU~ ANU THUS THf \ . .. ,. 
INITIAL SEARCH INTERVAL. SET DESlREj CRITERION FOk iN ANS~ER, 
STOP FO~· NEWTON•RAPHSON AND STOP! FOR INTERVAL HALVING 
READ 5100,0FFSET 
OFFHI = s.o•OFFSET 
OFFLO=O,O 
STOP = • Oll1E.•5 
STOPI = 1.0E-2 
NTRY COUNTS THE 1~UMBER OF TRAJ.:CTORIES ATTEMPTED. NT IS 
FLAG TO S!Gt~AL FIKST Tl.ME THRDJGj:f PROGRAM-f~i"R.°sf POINT·f~--
TRAJECTURY R[ACH~O) •. oc IS us~o IN DIV~RGiNCE TiST FOk 
l~i:.WTlJN - RAPHS0o'~ l~t:THOLJ • 
CONTINUC: 
NTRY = 0 
NT= 0 
oc = 1.0 
CHEtK FUR END OF ~UN INOICATO~ DATA CA~D 
l F C l1 I A 3 F • LT • 1 • 0 E - 6 ) CAL L EX I T 
708 ~ONTlNUc. .... . .. , .. - - - .---··-··· ---
PRINT NO. OF TRYS,OFFSET V~LUE,SEAkGH l~TERV~L AND OUTPUT 
cot JMN rli::AJ ING s LJPTLOtO . 
NTRYN IS MA_)(IMU-~ VALUE OF lfl~Y TO EXIT PRGG.RAM I,~ CASE OF A 
BLOW U? 1~ THE ~WOGkAM, 
NTkY: 1 + NTRY 
NTRY~ = 13 
IF C NTRY .GT, iTRYN) ~ALL EXIT 
GO T CJ < t O , 10 , 1 0 , 1 0 , 1 0 , 1 0 , 11) , N PIH NT 
10 CONTINUE: 
PRINT ;·i+u-iJ,IHRY,OFJ:"S;::T 
11 CONTINUi: 
C, 0 T u ( 12 , 1 2 , 1 2 , 1 2 , -13 d 3 , 1 3 ) NP .~ I NT 
. . 
12 cor~TINUi 
PRINT ,guo,OFFHl,OFFLO 
13 CONTINUc •. ·-·········-<·····-·-·--··-··--------··· 
Gu lO C1L+,1L+,15,1<t,15,15,1~),~PR1Nl 
14 ·coNTlNuc. 
PRINT S401 
1!:> ~UNTltiUi 
SET INIT lAL (;ON:JIT IuN~ ··---··· -'-'-·- . --·- -·--·-- .. 
SET < A~O!TkARY> lNITIAL MINIMUM RADIAL DISTANL~ TO 6E· 
U St:. o" FOR COM PA RI SUN PURPOSt:.S .L.A T_C:R . _ .... . _ ... ____ .. . . _ 
l.? -4Su.•DIALF 
·y i? .!\£HA• OFF SET 
JiV:/, :\ ·o, O· 
'tt = ·• Vi< def: S1 K=.l, 4 ................ _. ... _ ·-: ~·.· ·"'·":;·,"~'···.··~· ·~·,--~·-·--····~--
.( 
' 
I ) 
i I 
r 
I' L 
l• ll 
f 
,1 
I 
., 
' ! 
i: ,, 
f; 
f; 
1 ,. 
y ::; 
' };\/·· :;,; ·,~· ;;(\! ... 
~00141 
000144 
000145 
000151 
000154 
0 0 0 16 0 
000164 
000165 
000165 
000166 
C00177 
0 0 0 20 1 
000214 
000224 
(lf'J02?5 
000227 
000230 
000232 
000245 
GOO 24 5 
000275 
000~05 
00030? 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
,.. 
v 
C 
C 
C 
.... 
v 
l., 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
... 
V 
C 
G 
C 
C 
C 
i.; 
C 
C 
C-
C 
51 INTERR<K):Q 
RMIN = OIALF 
· .IF ,ELECTROSJ' ATIC FORCES ARE PRESENT·, THE" IN'T'ERVAt-·t,AI'VING" .. 
'rfETHOO OF c·bNVE.~GENCE IS USED ANO THE:. f(ESPECTIV£ FLAG SE. T T 0 
INDICATE THIS 
IF(QPER1 ,GT, 1,0E~5) NIH= 10 
WHEN INTE~VAL HALVING IS USED THE CRITERIA FOR AN AN5WER IS 
.. CHECKED AT THIS POINT" - .. -... -···· "·-·-·--·----··-- ---.. -····--·. 
THE METHOD HAS CONVERG~D WHEN THE SEARCH INTERVAL VALUE JS 
WITHIN STOP! CR! TERI ON. Atso· WHEN 'TH£ nIFF~RENCE--BETWEEN . . 
THE LAST OFFSET ANO CURRENT VALUE IS WITHIN STOP!, THEN TH~ 
SE.ARCH INTERVAL WILL CONVERGE WITHIN STOP! ON TK~--nEXT RUN 
I,E, AT OFFSlT =OSS + OFFSET/2,0, THUS SOM~ TIME CAN BE 
-, 
SAVED Be:. KC:COGNIZING 'THIS'"FACT ·sEFURF .. PROt"Ec:TI!fiG"-10 I A-r-·--·--
NEXT RUN 
IF<NIH ,LT, 1) ..;o TO 517 
IF(ABS(OFFHI-OFFLO> ,LT, STOPI) GO TO 520 
IF<ABS(uSS-OFFS.:T) ,LT, STOP!) GO TO 520 
MET HOD ti AS NOT CONVERGED, -sA VE. OFFSET VAl1TE"-n~--u·s-s-----·······--· 
ass= OFFSET 
517 CONTINUE 
SET PARA~~TERS FU~ IVODE INTEGRATION PJCKAG~ IN INGRATE 
~ALL INGRATE. ·--··· . - ... ,.----· - ... ---- -· -···-
S.ET VARIABLES A~RA Y FOi< IVODE 
THETA 
Y0(4) = 4,0'ATA~<1~0> + ATAN(Y/Z) 
RADIAL DISTAN:E, R 
Y0(2)= iaRT(Y•Y+z•z> 
0(TH£TA)/OT 
YO < 3 > = < VY• COS (YO < 4) ) t <-SIN (YO < 4 > > ) • V Z > IV O C 2 > 
OCR) IDT 
YO ( 1) =VY• SL N < Y O C 4.) > + V Z •COS ( YO ( 4 > ) 
SAVE VALUES AT EA::;H POINT OF TKAJECTORY IN ARRAYS "TUSCD -rN-- .... 
SRCHMN Al~J CAN 13~ USED FOR PLOTTING), 
R(1) = Y0(2) 
A(1) = Y0(4) 
DRDT<U = YO (1) 
OADT<U = Y0(3) 
PRINT INITIAL VALUE3 (OPTION) 
~O TOC16,16,17,1b,17,17,17l,NP~INT 
16 CuNTINU~ 
PRINT 5420,Y,Z,VY,VZ,R<1>,A(1) ,TO , <INTERR(I) ,I=f,-4> 
PRINT !:,422,DROT(1> ,DADT<t> . 
17 CONTINU1£ 
~[T bOUNT~R FOR NO, OF POINTS IN TRAJECTORY - FIRST .. 
'POltH 'rs llHTlAL CONOITIONS 
... , ....... - ..... ~ 
L,;:=: -1 " 
NLP ·,1s. CouNT~R· USED .IN "-LtiG'tC ·r O 'PR"ltfl' ·ou.T~V'Eff-m~TY~FtFTir- .. 
1 
t 
l 
r---· -- ···- \ 
,I 
'•: 
\' 
.. : i-·','-
-' 
000313 
000315 
~ DO ~1 7 
000320 
000322 
000 323 
000325 
000 330 
000343 
0 0 0 34 3 
000343 
000345 
000346 
00034b 
000350 
000155 
0 0 0 36 3 
000413 
000423 
000423 
000436 
000436 
000456 
000474 
000510 
000524 
000524 
OOOS27 
OOO'::i27 
000532 
OOOS45 
0005!,1 
000553 
0 DO !=J5 l 
C ~OINT OF TRAJECTORY RATHER THAN EVERY POINT, 
NLP = 1 
. NL;;P =. NLP·+1 
C 
C 00 INTEGRATION INl TI ALL 'f OVER INTERVAL SET IN INGRATE 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
G 
C 
C 
(; 
G 
G 
C 
" 
"' C 
C 
C 
C 
510 CALL NEWPOS(YO~OE~V) 
.. 
SAVE. VARIABLE. VALUES AT THE NEW .P.OINT tN·· THE' .AR.RAYS-· 
L = L + 1 
f<L) :: T1 
R<L> = Y0(2) 
A(l) = YOC4) 
ORDT<U = YOU) 
0 AO T < U = YO C 3 ) 
--------· ·--- ..• 
CHECK IF RADIAL DISTANCE~ ... R,. 1S ··C1'.s"S1F.AN"°IHE'.-·c·uRRENTVA[llr"'----··-· 
OF THE MINIMUM 1AUIAL DISTANCE (RMIN). 
IF SO, MAKE IT TH~ N~W R~IN -
IF ( R(L) ,LT, ~MIN ) RMIN = RCL> 
PRINT RADIAL VELOCITY <OPTION) 
PR.INT NEXT POINT, VALOt..' 6F""tE~M7s··-ir:r-EaliATIONS. OF MOTION (uPTION) 
GO TOC18,18~19,20,tg,19,1g) ,NP~INT 
20 CONTINUE 
18 CONTINUE 
lF(L. .Ea. NLP) r,o TO 1 
GO TO 23 
. ·- ··-··· - ·• '• --··-·--·----- - ------·-
1 CONTINUE 
NLP = NLP+25 
PRINT 5700, Y0(1) 
PRINT 5701,·Y O ( 3) 
PRINT '5421,Y,Z,VY,VZ,R<·L>,YOC4>,T<L>,<INTEt<R(I>,I=1,4> 
PRINT 5422,0PDJ<L>,DAOT(~) 
19 CONTINUE 
GU TOC22,23,23,22,23·,23.,23) ,NPKINT 
22 C UNTlNUE 
23 
PRINT 5111,Ai,BX,CX,DX,EX,FX 
PRINT 5112,AXX,BXX,CXX,OXX,EXX 
P~INT 5954,AZX,BZX,AZZX,SZZX 
PRINT 5990,ZAX-,ZBX,ZCX,ZDX 
(.;ONTINUE 
CHECK IF PARTICLE ANO DROPLET A~E STILL APPROACHING 1ICONOIT 
=1), IF A MISS rlAS OCCUK.REO <ICONDIT ~ 2> 0~ IF A HIT HAS 
OCCURRED CICONDIT = 3). 
S25 
CALL COLLIOECRCL>,ICONDIT,RMIN> 
CONTINUE 
24 
2~ 
A HIT OR. MISS El~DS TRAJECTORY, PRI~T OUT NO, OF POINTS IN IT 
IF(ICONUIT ,LT, ?). Gu TO 566 
GO TO (24,24,24,24,24,2~,2j),Np~INr 
P~INT 566S,L 
CJtHINUt:: 
;Ge CONTINU~ 
CHEC~. INOICA TOR FOR STI:,LL A_PPROACH-tNG < U ;·· .MlSS ·r2 f, t-i'IT ( 3 ·,, 
l'F': {.f.cor,tor:r~i> s i 1, 1'l'hsi~ . . 1 
- .: _i;, ~,·· .,,_., .. ···--~-::;~.1','"-~-·-·!'":"'-·-"."'--:;-·"'··~·· ._.. ..... ·--··· .. ·~ - ' 
. \· 
' .1 
., I •.-t!="" 
'II, 'I 
000556 
OCD557 
000561 
000562 
ooc:soz 
000,62 
0 0 iJ ?66 
00' :~70 
0 0 C 57 3 
oou573 
000576 
000601 
000601 
000005 
000606 
000607 
000607 
000613 
000617 
000622 
000623 
000b23 
OOOF;25 
G INCREMENT TIME ANO CONTINUE TRAJECTORY,PARTICLE !\NO· DROFLC:T 
C STILL APPROACHING 
-C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
511 TO=T1. 
T1=T1+2INC 
GO TO 510 
NEWTON - RAPHSON TECHNIQUE --·· 'THIS IS USED TO. CONVERGt 
TO THE OFFSET VALUr. WHICH YIELDS THE MINIMUM TRAJECTORY. 
........ - ··- --····" .......... ··-· ----.. ···-·-·· .... ·-···-·· - . .. --· ...... •' 
:;14 CONT'INUE - . ·. --
CHECK FOR ANSWER WHICH SATISFiiS CPITEFIA AND P~I~T OUT 
CHECK INDICATOR TO DET~RMINE IF INTERVAL HALVING METHOD IS 
CURRENTLY IN USE DUE to· ELECTROS'TAlc-FuR'C'E"S"".PRE"5E"NT-UR------·-· 
BECAUSE NEWTON ~APHSON IS DIVE~GING. IF NOT THEN CH~CK FO~ 
CONVERGENCE OF iEWTON RAP~SON TO THE CORRECT ANSWER CSTOF) 
CONTINUE 
IFCNIH ,GT. U Gll TO 516 
XRMB = ABSCRMIN-REMA) 
IFcxr;_Ms .LT. STOP) GO TO 520 
516 COIHI~UE: 
IF C~IH ,LT, 1) GO TO 587 
CONTINUE WITH INTERVAL HA:LVING MElHoo· ·-·- -·. ,, ________ ., ______ ·------ ... 
IFCNIHT ,GT, 1> GO TO 588 
NIHT = 10 
FIRST TIME THROUGH ~RINT OUT THAT SWITCH TO INTERVAL HALVI~G 
HAS BEiN MAO~ AND s~T ass TO ITS INITIAL VALUE 
PiUNT 5991 
oss = o.o 
GO TO 505 
587 C.ONTINUt: 
CORRECT I~TERVAL FOR HIT OR MISS 
IF CICONQIT ,LT, 3) OFFHl = OFFSET 
IF~icoNOIT .GT. 2) OFFLO = OFFSET 
si::T VARIABLLS FOR CONVt:.RGENCE TC:ST 
C IS NiW OFF~ET MINUS OLD OFFSET 
OS IS OLD OFFSET VALUE 
CONV~RG~NCE ~ILL NOT BE TESTED FOR UNTlL THi~E ARE TWO 
VALUlS WHICH HAVl Bt:EH DETERMINED BY ThIS METHOD ALONL 
NTRY = 4. ANO 5), 
lF(NTRY .LT, S) GO TO 5g4 
C = OC 
594 C_ONTINUE 
CJS = OFFSi:'.T 
.) 
i \ '!l 
'/ ;' 
I ' 
,:,' 
f ; ; ,. 
,,-.,- Ii I 
000627 
000632 
000633 
000635 
000630 
000641 
000644 
000640 
ooon5t 
000654 
000655 
(100655 
000660 
000661 
000b65 
OOOf,66 
000671 
000671 
0 0 06 7 2 
00067& 
000700 
000703 
000703 
000710 
000716 
000720 
000726 
.c 
C 
~ 
C 
'c. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
u 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SLOPE AND THUS TRIAL BY PASSES ITSELF FIRST TIME THROUGH 
PROGRAM 
USE A PERCiNTAG2 METHOD TO GET SECOND POINT 
. ". • - -- .•• . ..... --"I••. - ..• .. .. ... ·-·- -- ·-
; CHEC·K FLAG FOR F Ii<ST TI ME TffROUGH' P.R.OGFA M 
IF(NT ,GT, Ol GO TO 589 . 
IF A HIT INCREASE OFFSET 
IF A MISS DECREASE OFFSET PC = REMA/RMIN ............. . 
OFFSET= os•PC 
589 CONTINUE 
. ····•····· .. ,_,,_ -----------··--···. 
SET SIGNAL TO INDICATE FIRST TIME THROUGH P~OGR~M 
HAS BEEN COMPLETED 
NT= 1 
CALC NEW OFFSET MlNUS OLD OFFSET. IF lH-IS ISLESS THAN THE OLD 
DIFFERENCE (CONV~RGENCEJ CONTINUE, IF NOT GO BACK TL ULD JFFSET 
,SET NIH IrrnrcATOR ANO GO TO INTERVAL HALVING 
0~ = ABS(US-OFFSET) 
CHECK FO~ OlVERGENC~ Bt,INNING 
IF<NTRY .LT. 5) GJ TO 508 
IF<OC .LT. C) G·) TO 508 
IF (OS .Lf. G.O) OFF::,ET = - OS 
IF < OS .GT. O.O) OFFSET= OS 
NIH = 10 
INTERVAL HALVING T~CHNlQUE 
588 CbtHINUt: 
lFfICONQIT-2> 511,512,513 
• '•• 00•0 ·-· 0 • 0 ·-M ...... -- ... < .. - 0 00 • •• --·•••• ,• 
WITH ATlEMPT :~UMBtR 5 
.. ·-·· ---···- . --. - . ---·- --~ .... 
C CORR~CT FJR MISS 
C 
512 OFFHI=OFFSET 
OFFS£T=OFFSCT•(JFFHI-OFFL0)/2. 
OS= OFFS~T 
OC = AHS<0S•OFF5ET> 
GO TU 506 
C CORRECT Fu~ HIT 
C 
C 
C 
513 OFFLCi=OFFSET 
OFFSET=UFFS~T+(OFFHI·OFFL0)/2, 
520 
OS= OFFSET 
OC = ABSCOS•OFFSET> 
GO TO 50·6 
PtUNl OFFSET VALUE OF MINIMUM TRAJECTOr.Y (Nd' o'pfi:ON) ....... - - .. ---· 
~ALCULATE ANO PRINT COLLECTION EFfICl~NCY 
!F(NlH ,GT, 1) OFFSET= (Q;iS+OFFSET)/2,0 
P~INT 5200,0FFSET 
CAPR = UlASF/DI~LF 
IF< ABS CRi::MA•DIALF/ 2, 01 , LT• , 1, o·E-:,C.H CAR,~ .. : .. 9.~0-~·-·-·"--·""w-····----.. ---·· ... 
~FF= OFF3ET•<t,O+CAP~) 
' .. : ,;, \ ,J ,i• ., 
l' 
·f 
I • 
. ,,·f:},.,, t . ' •· .. ·. '··' 
·,'i .1.''! r:: U 
·~ ;.i '- • 
1 ... 
'·' 
0 0 0 7 ,l t 
00073? 
OOQ740 
000741 
000742 
!:~O 742 
000742 
000742 
Ou0742 
000742 
000742 
000742 
000742 
000742 
000742 
roo742 
000742 
000142 
000742 
000742 
000742 
000742 
000002 
000002 
000002 
000002 
000002 
000002 
000002 
000002 
000002 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
TEM = EFF• EFF 
PR.INT 5300,TEM 
., 
CA~CULATC: COLLECTION PARAHETE~S. ANo· 'OTHER ... UIMENS!ONt'E'.SS. 
G,ROUPS OF l1{TEREST AND PRINTOUT THROUGH OIMEN ROUTINE 
CALL' OIMEN 
,GO To· 500 
510 0 FORMAT (F20, 10) . -·· ... - .... ···-·----··------ ··---------· 
5111 FORMAT(3X,•02R TE~MS•,oE20,5) 
5112 FORMAT(3X,•D2A TERMS•,5E2[,5). 
5200 FORMAT(///,• CO~ViRGED TO MIN TRAJECTORY AT OFFSET =•,Ft2,4,// 
5300 FORMAT(//,20X,•TARGET EFFICIENCY= •,F10,3) 
5400 FORMAT(15~,•TRIAL NO,•,I3,• , 0FFS£T = •,F10,4, 
1 • OF DROPLET RA'HUS•> . .. ... .... --·-· -----··-----.. -·-------·· .. -- -
5401 FuRMAT<1ox,•v•,14x,•z•,13x,•vv•,13x,•vz•,14x,•R•,12x,•rHETA•, 
111X,•TIME•,/,2X,115(1H•),/) 
5420 FORMAT(tOX,•lNITIAL VALUtS•,/,7CE12,5,3X),4I3,//) 
5421 FORMAT(5X,7CE12,S,3X>,4I3) 
5422 FORMAT(2X,•ORDT•,c12,S,5X,•OADT•,L12,5) 
5665 FORMAT<20X,•NO, OF POINTS TN TRAJ,·•~IST. - ··-.. ··-· 
5700 FORMAT(10X,•kA0IAL VELOCITY•,Et2,5> 
5701 FORMATC10~,•kNGULAR VELOCITY•,E12,5) 
5900 FORMATC25X,•OFFHI •,F10,8,5X,•OFFLO •,Ft0,3,/) 
5954 FORMAT C10X,•STOKLS•,4CE12,5,4X}) 
5990 FORMATC1SX,'DERV•,4(E12,5,4X),/) 
5~91 fORMAT(iOX,•INT:RVAL HALVING NOW'1JSEO•,rr·--·-·-· ··--·- . ., .. ,_. -··-··-·· .... 
END 
SUBROUTINE CONSTAN 
COMMON/CONST AN/ V I3C, RHOC, EK, CON.V, DI A SF, OIALF, OFFS ET, DI A_SOSF ,-· ... 
1UIASQLF,QPER1,TEMP,RCU,C1,C2~VI,W 
COMMON/TIME/TO,Tl,ZINC 
COMM0N/VF.LOC/ VY,VZ,VR 
COMMON/CHARGt/RA<2),QAC2) 
COMMON/PRPT/ NPRINT 
COMMON/STREM/NFLUIO 
C uM Mu N/ PAR A/CUN N 
COMMON/GRIT/REMA 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C 
C THIS ROUTINE 1> "ALCULATES ANO/OR ·sETS MOSf-C'ONSTANfS 
~ NEED~D IN THE MAIN PROGRAM AND OTHER SUBROUTINES,2) CALCS TrlE 
C TERMINAL ~ELOCITI~S OF THE PARTICLE ANO DROPLET AND 3) CONVERTS 
C INPUT DATA F~OM OiGREES C TOK AND FROM MICRONS TO FEET 
C 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C 
C SET OIAMETER OF THE LARGE PARTICLE COLLECTOR 
C 
C 
C 
C 
READ SECOND DATA CARD TO SET COLLECTOR OIAM~TER, PARTICLE 
DIAMlTER AND DENSITY, PER CENT MAXIMUM ClHRGE ON EACH ~COY 
AND THE GAS STREAM TEMPERATURE . 
!(EA D 25 0 0, OlALF, or ASF, QPERi ,Q?ER2,ROW, TEMP··· .. ,w--.. ···----····----··--- ..... 
C 
C 
000 022 
000023 
C 
C 
pooo2s 
C 
.., 
" 000027 
.. 
C 
C 
0 0 0 0 36 
000040 
000042 
C 
'" 
C 
0 0 0 04 3 
C 
G 
000045 
c 
C 
000051 
000052 
000053 
000055 
000056 
000057 
C 
C 
C 
000061 
00006& 
000070 
000074 
C 
G 
000077 
000101 
000105 
C 
C 
000107 
000111 
C 
C 
C 
000112 
G 
C 
000114 
000121 
• 
C 
.. . ~ 
\_,1-t 
'.' .,. ,.· 
. l 000125 
·i r~ 1~· :~: ., 'r --~:. \" • 1 , ... ; 1:.', .- '/1·{-~/.;. . {1 C C ',, '.;-i ;•i' 'i 
C 
·-
-
SAVE SMALL DIAMETER VALUE. IN MICRONS .. FOR .PRitHout" [iTER 
;o:I'ASFP = DIASF 
o<fALFP = DIALf.: •• ' ....... 1 •· .................. ·---·~· ••• ·-.... - ... ~ •• - .... ·--··- ... .. 
' ·./ ;' ,·· . 
CONVERT T~MP~RATURE TO KELVIN 
TEMP=TEMP+27 3, 1 
VISCOSITY OF AIR AS A FUNCTION OF TEMP LB/FT SEC 
....... VISC=387, 1/ < TEMP,+114 .r•·n·fEM"i>'ifi"3 ~-1) •.• r;·s, ... o;-oi 7 097[; 4 882t+03··-- . 
DENSITY OF WATER,DUST, 
RHOW = 62,42&58 
ANO AIR LB/FT-cu--· . -· -- -··· -·- - ... -· 
RHOC = ROW•62,42658 
RHOA = • 0808 
·-··. ··-- ... ----·-·---·------·------
ELECTROSTATIC CONSTANT LB FT-CU/SEC-SQ C6UL•SQ 
EK = 2.9g7g..,.2 , < 453,59423 • 2a311·.01tE:..1a > 
CUNNINGHA~ CURRfCTION FACTOR FOR stoKES LAW 
GUNN= 1,0 + 0.16/DIASF . 
.. -- -·· ............ ·-·-····----'----
MICRONS TO FEET 
CJNV=3,2808333E-06 
DIALF=DIALF•CONV 
DIASF=DIASF•CONV 
DIASQSF=DIASF•DIASF 
DIASQLF=DIALF•DIALF 
RCU=OIALP·DIALF•DIALF /8, 0 
'CONSTANT~ USED FOR TERMINAL VELOCITY CALCS 
UUST CONSTAN1S ALSO USED IN DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION~ 
C1W = 9806&50.~c1.o~cRHOA/RHOW))•CONV 
Q2W = 18,0•VISC/RHOW 
Ci= 9!0~&50 .• • {1,0-{kHOA/RHOC)) •coNV 
C2=1d.O•VISC/RHOC 
TERK, V~L. ANO ~~LATIVE VEL. 
VI= 0IASQLF•C1W/C2W 
vs= CUNN•D1;sasF•C1/C~ 
V~= VS•VI 
"RAO.I I 
RA(1) = OIALF / 2.0 
RA(2 > = OIASF / 2,0 
• ~ ... ·.--·- .----4-----4- -
.MAX CHAR~E ON PARTICLES COUL/FT•SQ , 
,QP£f\ OF THIS 
ACTUAL HILL BE A Pt~CENT 
CHARGE=2,65E•09/1,0763867E-OJ 
CHARGE ON PAkTICLE = .ACTUAL TIMES SURFACE AREA 
QA(1) =CHARG~•CQP~Rt•0,01)•4,•t,141S9•RA(1)•RAC1) 
QA(2) = CHARGE•<u~ER2•0,01)•4,•3,14159•R~J2J•RA<2> 
MASS .OF SMALL PARTICLE . 
. ·. w:t:1,;iRHOCll:3~1415~•ulA:SClSF•DI1SF / 6 ~lQ ·• . 
:~:-~I\((::··f\~?/f\.\'(t., :,'_;_·-,·.~. :;·: ;· l ;~( ····. l ~\) ::':. '.'/ "_<~~.::) '\ .1 ,.t.~·-> ~ -~} ·· ·:. -.. : . 
irtrNT; DATA .FR.OM oATA CARDS AS ·cAoELLElJ° ·FfUN~ .. FiEA'i:ii"if1f~-·-·--··--···--····· 
.. ,.. \'" .... , .... •··· > 
I 
..•.. 1 \ :. 
., 
'l 
'·, '• ~~~) -:,;·~:.1.'. :} ,·;, '· 
•I J.: 
; 
000132 
000137 
00014 7 
0 0 0 16 7 
0002C2 
000202 
000206 
0 0 0 25 0 
0 0 0 25 0 
000250 
000250 
0 00 25 0 
0 00 25 0 
000250 
0 0 0 25 0 
0 00 251 
000002 
000002 
000002 
000003 
000005 
000006 
000007 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
" v 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
PRINT 19;g,NFLUIO 
PRINT 2~00,DIALFP,DIALF 
PRINT 2700,DlASFP,DIASF,RHOC,QA(1),QA(2>,TfMP 
GO TO <22,23,23,23,23,23,23>"iNPRINT · · ·---···········-·- .. - ..... 
22 CON'f INUE i · . , · 1 ·1 
-.. 
PRINT VALUES OF ALL CONSTANTS ABOVE (OPTION) 
PRINT 2000 . · ... · ·-- ... --·· 
PRINT 2222,VISC,RHOC,RHOA,DIALF,OIASF,OIASQSt,OIASQLF~RCU, 
1Ci, C2, VI, VS, VR, ~AC 11, RA'C2) .. . .... ---~-...... . . ·--
23 CONTINUE 
. . . . 
1'399 FORKAT(1H1,10X,•FLOW FIELD (NFLUID) = •,I5,l,15X, 
1• 1 = POTENT1AL FLOW•,/,15X, . 
2• 2 = VISCOUS FLOW•,/) 
20 0 u FORMAT< 2 G X, "'CONST AN CONSTANTS•r····-·-···--... ·----· 
2222 FORMAT(15(20X,E20.8,//)) 
2500 FORMAT(6F10.5) 
2600 FORMAT(10X,•OIAMETER OF LARGE DROPLET = •,E1t.4,• ~ICRONS•, 
1/,39X,E11.4, 4 FEET•> 
2700 FlJRMAT< 
110X, •DIAMETER OF SMALL PARTICLE.= ... r,·Et1~l+t-. MICRUNS.-,r,---···--- -
239X,t11.4,• FFET•,/, 
310X,•OENSITY OF SMALL PARTICLC.: = •,E12.4,• -LB/FT-tUBEO•,!, 
410X,•CHARGE ON SMALL PARTICLE= •,£13.4,• COULOMBS•,/, 
?10X,•CHARGE ON LARGE DROPLET= •,E14.4,• COULOMBS•,/, 
610X,•TEMP~RA1URE OF GAS STREAM= •,E12.4,• KELVIN4 ,/) RETURN ... ·--··---- ··-----·- ··-· 
END 
SUBROUTINE INGRATE 
COMMON/TIME/TO,T1,ZINC 
COMMON/NEWP0S/I~RTYP,NEQ,NTYPE,ERROR,Y,Z,INTERR(4) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
THIS ROUTIN~ SETS PA~AMETERS ~HICH SELECT ALTERNATIVES IN THE 
IVOOC. INT£GRATIO~ 0 ACKAGE . -· . ·--. 
....................................................................... 
TYPE OF E~RO~.CRITERION ( FOR THIS RELATIVE) ANO VAL~E 
IRF.TYP=3HREL 
r.i<ROR = 0.00001 
NO, OF 1ST ORDER DlFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS TO INTiGRATE 
NEQ=4 
-- INT EG~ATI ON AL Gu RI THM 3= RUNGE•KUTTA•ML ~,s .. 2_~---- .... ·--· ···-·····"--··- -... 
NTYPE=3 
lNilIAL ANO FINAL VALUES OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 
THIS IS THE INITIAL INTEGRAtION INTERVAL AND IS PURPOSLLY 
G:IVE.N· A tARGL VALu.c:. ROUTINE rtMOti wfLL HALVE ·T1frs INH.RVAL 
·lFi:T_HE: SP~CIFIEO ERRORS ARE NOT MET .UNTIL THEY ARE MET. 
... ~·· .. , ...... ,_. - ..... , ....... --- -·-·- ·-......... -- ··-··- . 
TO= 0, 0 
ll 
! 
! 
,) -,1 
, < '· ~ ( 
··' 1_ ~.'., :f ~·· -~ ~. ~': ,:,.; ;·,.~ ~ ,: . 'j .1 • ~ ( 
•'• ' ... ~~' 
\ L; ~ 't ~\ ' c-~ ~ ~" ~} 'f_ T! ;-\ ' :~·' {-h 
~·· 
"-• I:" I /' ' ,' .~ ) l, -~.' 
.·:·' ),·~.··-1 J ·::·. 1:{7. -_]_;~.1" -~-.. \· 
000010 
000011 
OOOG13 
(100014 
000005 
000005 
000005 
000005 
000005 
000005 
r.oonos 
coooos 
000005 
000007 
000021 
000024 
000027 
C 
C 
T1 = 0,001 
INCREMENT SIZE, NOT USED IN IVOO~ 
ZINC=T1 \ REfiJRN° . '1 
END 
.. . .. -····-·--·- ·--·-·-···-.. ·-··-- ---··· . 
.... SUBROUTINt NEHPJS <.YO, OE:'.RV> ....... · .... ··-···· -~· -·-----··-·- -··-· ... . 
t.XT l::RNAL Ot::RV 
COMMON/CONST AN/VI SC, RHOC.,EK ,COl-4 V ·, DIA SF, DIAL°F·, OFFSET~-D!ASQSF, 
10IASQLF,QP~R1,TEMP,RCU,C1,C2,VI~W . . . 
COMMON/NE"'POS/ I~RTYP,NEQ,NTYPE, EP.ROR~Y ~i,INT°E~R < 4>--
COMMON/VELOC/ VY,VZ,VR 
COMMON/TIME/TO,Tl,ZINC 
0 IM E NS IO I~ A Y O { 4 > 
DIMCNSIJN YO (4) 
······- .. -.- --- ·--- .. -···-···-· 
G 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~~••••••••••••• 
C 
C N:::WPuS !NTEGRAT.:S <INITIALLY) OVER THE TIME 'INTERVAL ·sET°-I~·--···· SUBROUT!Nc INGRATE, UPDATED VALUES OF THE VARIABLL5 ARE ALSO 
CALCULATED IN NE~POS. IF,OVER AN INTE~VAL,THE E~R6R 
C~ITERION CANNOT a~ MET, TIMECH rs CALLED TO HALVE lHE 
INTERVAL UNTlL CRITERION IS M~T AND THf INTEGRATION IS 
CONTINUED WITH THIS INTERVAL, -·-. -·· .. ____ ........ ____ .,_ - .. ·-----------· 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••4 
C 
C 
C 
C 
G 
C 
C 
C 
G 
.. 
,.,, 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
320 
N~AX ENT~RS lVODE AS MAXIMUM RATIO OF FRINT INTEQVAL TO 
TOTAL NO. OF 
THE Ei<~OR 
INTEGRATION INTEQVAL. IT RETURNS AS THE 
DEPENDENT VARIA~LES WHICH CANNOT SATISFY 
CRITERION AT ANY POlNT IN INTERVAL T0-11 
INTEGRATION IS ~T ALLOWABLE MINIMUM. 
CONTINUE 
~MAX = 800. 
INTEGRATC FRbM TO TO Tl WITH IVODE 
WHcN INT~RVALOF 
·-· .... ·-· ~ --.--- ---·· -·-· ....... -- - ----
THE IVODE INTEG~ATION PACKAGE WAS WRITTEN ANO DEVELOPED AY 
OR, W, E. SCHIE~SE~ 0~ OEPARTMlNT OF CHEMICAL ENGIN~ERI~G 
OF Lt.HIGH IJNIVE~SITY It-.l BETHLEHEM,PEl~NSYLVANIA. IVODE WAS 
AVAILABLt ON ?E~MAN~NT FILE ON THE CDC S~RIES 6400 COMPUTER 
AT THE LEHIGH UNIJ. COMPUTING CENTER. 
CALL LVODE<TD,Tl,NEQ,IRRTYP,ER~O~,NMAX,NTYPE•l~TE~R,YO,DFRV) 
C G IVODE RETURNS NMAX ANO VALUES OF THE VtRIABLE ·ARRAY AT Tl, 
. -
C 
~ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
INTEkR ARRAY IS ZERO IF NMAX IS ZERO IF ··NMAX IS NOT ZERO, ERROR CRITERION ·rs Ndf" s·At'tSFitD·-····--·----·-
GO ·eACK TO STARTI~G VALUES OF INTERVAL AT rp AND ~~JEGRATE 
WITH NEW INTERVAL 
PRINl OUT INlER~ ARRAY ANO THAT ERROR HAS NOT ~~~N SATISFI~J 
IF (NMAX ,Ea, O> GO TO 325 
PRI~T 300a 
PRINl 3001,INTE~R 
.............. -·· ····- ... -------
' . . . . ~ . ... .. .. . .., - ..... . . . .. . 
i \ 
, .. 
I-; .:._..,._' • ~ ',., 
(100035 
(10003 13 
000 P35 
000036 
000040 
000040 
P00045 
C00052 
000066 
~00105 
000105 
000107 
000110 
000112 
000112 
000006 
000006 
000 006 
000006 
OOOPOb 
000006 
000006 
000006 
000006 
000006 
000006 
000007 
000015 
P.00023 
Ou0023 
C00034 
3001 FORMAT(10X,4I3) 
3000 FORMAT(10X,•INT~RR ARRAY SUB5CKIPT NOT ZERO•> 
CALL TIMECH 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
GO TO 320 
;, 
UPDATE THE Y-Z COORDINATE VARIABLES' 
·3_27 CONTINUE: 
Z = Y0(2)•COS(Y0(4)) 
Y = Y0(2) •S1N(Y0(4)) 
VY = YO (1) •SIN (YO (4") r -+YOl2)-.Y1TT3TTCOS1YO'l4J J 
VZ = YO(t)•COS<Y0(4))+(-SIN<YOC4)))•Y0<2J•Y0(3) 
RETURN ···· · 
INT£RR IS ONE-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY CONTAHHNG T:1E· SUBSCRIPTS 
OF THE O~PENDENT VARIABLES WHICH CANNOT SATIS~Y THE 
E'.<ROf.: CRITERION ___ ............. _ ...... ··-··--·---. 
325 00 30 I=1,l+ 
INTEi;:RCI>=O 
30 CONTINUC: 
GO TO 327 
El~D 
..... ---··---- --·-·----·-- --
SUBROUTINE OERV(T,V,Dl 
COMMON/CONSTAN/VISC,RHOC,EK,CONV,DIA~F,OIALF,OFFSET,OlASQSF, 
10 IASQLF, QPER1, T':M?, RCU, Ci, C2, VI, W . ------· ··---. -- --- --- .. ·-· .. 
boMMUN I T~ST/ AX, BX, ex, ox , EX, FX 
COMMON/TESTS/AXX,BXX,CXX,OXX,EXX,FXX 
COHMON/TiSTD/AZX,BZX,AZZX,BZZX 
COHMON/TESTF/ZAX,ZBX,ZCX,ZDX 
COMMON/PRPT/NPRINT 
COMMON/STREM/NFLUlD 
COMMON/PAKA/CUNN 
COMMON/CRIT/KEMA 
DIMf:.NSION VC4), 0(4) 
C 
c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·~··•••••••••••••••• 
.. ~- - . . . . .. _. -··- - - . . --- ~- - . 
C 
C OERV IS A US~R w~ITT£N SUBROUTIN~ REQUIRED BY Trlt IVOOE 
C INTEGRATION SCH~M~ FOR DERIVATIVE EVALUATION, 
C c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-
C 
(.; 
C 
C 
CALGULAT~ RADIAL DISTANCE CUB2D 
ocu = vc2,•vc2,•vc2> 
CALCULATt £LECTR0STAIC FORCE 
FELEC = ·FoRCt.<V<2> > 
C C CHOOSE THE FLUID s TREA MLINE· EJ UAJIONS Fbit 1ieifE'.HTr~r~-F'LOW --·--··-·-
c (NF1Ul0 = 1) OR VISCOUS FLOW (NFLUID ~ 2), 
GO TO (10,11>,NFLUID 
' ,: ' 
I 
! 
I 
ii 
,I 
:1 
,· ·' ·-- ,:~, .. 
) 
'ii" 
I l 
,· 
''. --':~ ' ·, r 
('1 • 
_ ... -~ .. ti .. ~·;~ J 'l 1lf)~t: \rt.· 
;,J·.}",f{ci w : 
i 
000047 
000047 
000047 
000066 
000106 
000106 
000131 
000132 
000162 
000164 
000177 
000177 
000201 
000207 
0 0 0 217 
000221 
V00225 
G00226 
000231 
000237 
0 00 25 U 
0 0 0 251 
PC0254 
000 255 
0 0 0 255 
000260 
0 0 0 261 
0 00 26 3 
000 264 
000266 
0 0 0 26 7 
~ 0 0 271 
0 0 0 271 
000272 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
GO TC 12 
11. C.ONTlNUE · · · ·· 
' '.VRFLU .i ;:VI• ( 1,-_1 •. s• ( DIALF / <'2. •v ( 2+> .) ·+·.s· <R'cUl'bcuff•cos·1 V ( 4~) ·-~-- .. - . 
. V.AFLU·, =~:VI• (1 .• -. 75• rnlALF IC 2, •Vt 2>'' > > .. , 2°5.;. 't,Rc·u1 OCU> > •s!N < v'< 4 > > 
12 .CONTINUE 
3 
EVALUATE THE DERIVATIVES 
' ..... '-···' ·~· ··-· ...... ··--·-------0••2<R>IOT••2 
0(1) = V(2)"'V(3)"V(3) - C1•COSCV(4)) 
1-<C2/DIASQSF>•<V<1>-VRFLti>•<i,O/CUNN~ 
2+FELLC/W 
OCR)/OT 
0(2) = V(U .,., ..... - -·· •• - ------·····-·----· •0•-oH•-•• • • 
0••2<TrlETA)/OT••2 
D < 3 > .= - ( 2 • 0 / V < 2 ) > " V ( 1) • V ( 3) + ( C 1 / V ( 2 >. ) • SIN ( V ( 4) ) 
1-<C2/DlASQSF)•CVC3)-CVAFLU/VC2>>) "(1,0/CUNN) 
0 <THETA> /OT 
0(4) = V.(3) 
.. _.... ... ·------· - -··---------·-···---··· 
CONTINUE 
EVALUATE TEST CHECHLIST OF TERMS t'N. o••iz c1h7ur••2--·.---- .. ----·-·· 
AX= V(2)•vc:u•V(3) 
BX= ~c1•C0SCV{4>> 
ex = o. o 
1-(C2/0IASJSF)•CV(1)-VRFLU)"(1,0/CUNN) 
DX - FELEC/W 
~x =Ax+ ox+ ex+ ox 
F'.X = 0(1) 
- -··· . -·· -· ···-···· ··- ---- ··-- --· ... . -
~VALUATE CrlECKLIST OF T~RMS IN u•~2THETA/DT""2 
AXX= c-2.1vc2,,•vcu•vc3'> 
B·XX :: Ct•SIN CV <L+·>) /V (2) 
CXX = O.O 
1-CC2/0IASQSF>~<V<3>-<VAFLU/VC2> >> •<1,0/CUNN) 
DXX 0<3> 
EXX = AXX+BXX+CXX 
FXX = O.O 
:'.VALUATE CHE:.GKLIST OF TERMS IN STOKt:.S. LAW Ti:::RM 
AZX = V<i> 
BZX = ·VRFLU 
AZZX = VU) 
szix = -VAFLU/V(2) 
lAX = 0(1> 
· Z BX = D ( 2 > 
·ZC·X = · D .< 3.) 
ZDX:,: ,.0(4) 
.... -········- ······-----··---··-· -·---·-· 
... 4 CON llN.~E 
RETUr..N 
..:'.ND 
.,·,, ,· 
...... : .... i ... ., .... ·.~.··'··-·: .. ,:;,. ....... · .. ·-·-···· .. ·-··-
\ ' 1 
,r 
I -~ ,, 
-
(j 
) 
r1000000 
- · 000 0 06 
.l1. 00000& 
"'00000& 
I 000006 
• 
000006 
00000& 
000006 
" 
I 
11111 ; 
000006 
... 00000& 
000017 
000032 
000032 
000040 
00004il 
OQ004'3 
OOOO'+b 
000055 
000060 
0 0 0 f'I& 0 
00006'+ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
"' v 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
G 
C 
C 
~ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
~ 
C 
C 
c· 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE COLLinE<AR,IC,RMIN) 
COMMON/NEWPOS/ I~RTYP ,NE Q, NTYPE, ERROR, Y, Z, I NTF.i~R < 4 > 
COMMON/CONSTAN/VISC', RHOC' EK, cmrv·; OIA'SF,OIJn:r,tlFFSET,DTA"SOSF",----
1D IA SQLF, QP~R1, TEMP, RCU, C1, c2, v t, w . COMMON/CRIT /REMA . .. .. . . ... . . . ... 
22 
23 
COMMON/ARR/R(500),A(500),0ROT(500),DAD1(500>,T<5aO>,L 
COMMON / S~CH/. R>CMIN -··- . ·-··· .. -- -
COMMON/TRAK/NHS COMMON/PRPT / NPRif.lT ..... ······- ... ---·-···-···---------------·--·---
DATA NHS/1/ 
-· . - ·- ·-----·· -- --·· ---··- -·-· ---------. - .... --- - . 
...................................... , ........................ . 
COLLIDE DETERMINES IF THE PARTICLE ANO DROPLET ARE STILL 
APPROACHING EACH OTHER <IC ·= 1l ,·-wHTIHFR ·nP-fnJ\"K'"'fITSSEO-FACW- .. 
OTHER <IC = 2> OR HAVE COLLIDED <IC = 3). 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
. -
SET INDICATOR TO INDICATE THAT ~RTICLE AND DROPLET ARE 
STILL APPROACHING ANO THE' TRAJEqfORv-··sHUOCOcfE' c·oNTTNUEU ----·--
IC=l 
IF Z IS· G~EATER THAN DROPLET RADIUS ,PA~TICLE STILL A~P~OACrlING 
IFCA6SCZ> ,GT. REMA .AND, Z ,LT. 0,0) RETURN 
~RINT MIN RADIAL DISTANCE. ENTERING--c·ollIDF"TOPT.IO'NT- .. ·.- . 
GO TO (23,22,23,23,23,23,23),NPRINT 
CONTINUE: 
PRINT 7555,PMIN 
CONTINUE 
IF RADIAL DISTAl~CC: GOES NEGATIVE (WHICH IT S'HOULO-·Non. THEN .. 
CALL SRCHMN ROUTINE 
IFCRMIN .LT• 0,0> GO TO 700 
CHECK fOR A HIT,U5ING PRESCRIBED CRITERIA 
IF(kt11N ,LT, RSMA> GO TO 755 ·~---···--·-. ---·· .. -··. 
A N-EGATIVE Y ANO POSITIVE Z INDICA·TE A HIT II~ THE ELECTK03Tir. 
CASE ONLY 
IF<Y ,LT, o.o ,AND, Z ,GT, 0,0) GO TO 755 
IF R IS U~CREASING, THlRE IS A CHANCE OF A HIT, THEREFO~E 
-· ·-·· . -- - ,--··-·- - .. .. . .. ··- --·. 
CONTINUE INTEGRATION 
I F ( ~. < L> , LT , R < L -1> ) RETURN 
R IS JNCRiASING, USE SRCHMN TO.S-EARCH FOR TH~ MINIMUM R 
WHICH HAS BEEN PA3SED 
'•~- __ .... _. ···-·-· --· " .. -.---· 
700 CONTINUE 
NH~ INDICATES PARTICLE IS PAST DROPLET ~UT CONTINUE IN.tASE 
OF A C~RVE BACK BY INDICATING SRCHMN HAS BEEN CALL~O PRlVIOUSLY 
. ,• 1FhHi$ ',GT, 1) GO· TO 7S a"'" . . " ... . . . . .. ""' .. . 
,. :-), ;.-·~\:,>' I • " ' i' 
.... ·--·~- .... ~ .. _,._ ... _____ ·-- ...... ·•··· 
CALL SRCHMN 
\ 
·, 
I 
r • " • • ."", • - ~-• ' ·- s,••-• 
,.: . 
... 
) ') ) 
I I 
., . 
,,, 
;:, . ,,vJ 
' 'I l' ~ ' .~:..~ I ,' 
.. , 
.. -·,' j -,.,i .}', 
.,/ Jl 
Ii 
0· 
C00065 
00fl07J 
000073 
o·oo 013 
000100 
000100 
000101 
000102 
000103 
000104 
000105 
ono 105 
000106 
000002 
000002 
000002 
000 002 
000 005 
000006 
000010 
000012 
C00013 
Of1001t; 
r,oo 010 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
750 
765 
RMIN = RXMIN 
bH~tK,IF MINIMUM-FROM SRCHMN INDICATES HIT OR'MlSS 
,IF'(.-RXMIN .LT. R::'.MA) GO TO 75S .. " ...... -- ............ ,.,~".:--··-·-··· 
\ 
., : , ; . ,\ ': '·\ . ; . ' ., 
MAKE. CEIH AIN OF A MtSS AN'o 'THAT. NO HIT OCC-URS' ··oN·:-:aACK 
SIDE.BY CONTINUING TRAJECTORY TO .75 LARGE DIAMETERS 
PAST THE. DROPLET 
CONTINUE 
IF <i ,GT, OIALF..,.O. 75) Go· TO 7&5 
RETURN 
SET INDICATOR AT A MISS 
IC=2 
NHS= 1 
RETURN 
···- •.- -------· 
--···-- · .. -~-··-· ---- ---- .. __ .,. ____ --· -
C SET INDICATOR AT A HIT 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
,., 
~ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
755 IC=3 
NHS= 1 
7555 FORMAT(10X,•~IN R IN COLLIDE*,~12.5) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINi TIMECH 
COMMON/TIME/TO,T1,ZINC 
COMMON/Af<tVR (500), A<SOOl ,DRDT<SOO> ,DACTCSOO) ,T<SOO> ,L 
DIME"4SION YO (4) 
TIMECH CHANGES THE TIME INTERVAL ·oF INTEGRATIOt-i'To-· O~E°-~~fALF --··· 
THc. PRESENT VALUE (,S•CTi-TOt> AND PLACES TH:: VARIABLi::.S BACK 
TO ThEIR ~ALUES AT TQ READY FOR INTEGRATION OVER THE NEW 
INTERVAL. TlME~H IS CALLED, ONLY BY NEHPOS, IF THE 
INTEGRATION' ERROR CRITERION CANNOT BE MET av~~ THE INTERVAL 
OF INTiGF~ATION 
ZINC= CCT1-TO> • 0.5) 
T 1 = TO + Z I l~C 
THE VARIABLE VALUES 
Y0(1> = DROT(L> 
Y0<2> = R<U 
Y0(3) = OAOTCL) 
Y0(4) = ldL) 
t<ETURN 
LND 
, •••" • -- -·-·•• ·• ....... · .... '·• --•-u---
........ "") . ......... _., , ............ ___ ~ ... ,.. __ ....... --..- ·-1 
ii 
i' 
Ii 
11 
ji: 
\1 
I! 
i I 
f1 
,! 
'ii 
11 ~ 
i'I 
' 
\ 
\ 
'. 
' 
'· ..... 
.• , I i 
- '' . 
•;1' 
... _. ____ _ 
000002 
000002 
000002 
000002 
000002 
000 00 2 
000002. 
000002 
000002 
000002 
000002 
000002 
00000~ 
000005 
OC0011 
000013 
000013 
000014 
000017 
000021 
000023 
000025 
000027 
(,00031 
000034 
000036 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
r, 
I., 
SUBROUTINE SRCHMN 
EXTERNAL DERV COMMON /SRCH/ RXMIN ........ ·· · ..... · ........ ,,.---··· ·. ···--·-·· 
\ •.: 
COMMON/ NEWPOS/ IRRT YP, NEQ, NTiYP'E-,E·RROR, Y, Z, I NT ERR ( 4) 
COMMON/CONSTAN/VISC, RHOC ,EK,C"ONV, DIA Sf, DI ALF ,-OFFSET, DIASOSF, 
( 
10IASQLF,QPER1,TEttP,RCU,C1,C2,VI,W 
9 
900 
COMMON/ARR/R(500> ,A<SOOt ,DROTCSOO> ,OAOT'CS"Olll,.Tf51fOJ",L 
COMMON/PRPT/ NPRINT COMMON/CRIT/REMA .. -···· .. ·-··-·-· .......... - .... ----·---···· ______ .. ___ ... . 
COHMON/TIME/TO,T1,ZINC 
COHMON/TRAK/NHS. 
DIMENSION AY0(4) 
DIMENSION RX<500>,AX(500) ,OAXC500.) ,DRX(5"'00) ,TAX(5U-OT 
•••••••• If ........ If .. If .................. ··-~" ......... -~.-.~~~~··-· -
SRCHMN SEARCHS FOR THE MINIMUM RADIAL DISTANCE sv··A BRUl E 
FORCE, INTE~VAL HALVING,LINE S~ARCH TECHNIQUE. THIS IS 
NECESSARY BFCAUSE OF THE NON - CONTINUOUS NATUR~ OF THE 
I NT EGRATI iJN TO OBTAIN THI: PART I CLt: TRAJECTORY IN SCRUB. S~CHM N 
IS CALLED IF SUBROUTINE COLLIDE ·oETECTs-· AlJLN"CRC:A"Sr.IN Tffi:- ... 
RADIAL DISTANCE <INDICATING PARTICLE HAS PASSEU UROPLET ANO IS 
MOVING AWAY), THE MINIMUM VALUE FOUND IS TRANSFF.RRED TO 
COLLIDE TH~OUGH LAB~LLtD COMMON, WH~RE IT IS CHECKED FOR A 
HIT OR A :HSS. 
NHS IS A FLAG USiO IN COLLIDE TO INDICATE SRCHMN HAS BEtN 
CALLED UURING A PARTICULAR RUN, 
NHS = 10 
R£TRIEVi:. THE LA5T VALUE OF THE RAOIAL DISTANCL,R,- nrTHIS .. 
TRAJlCTORY (RLA3l) WHICH IS GREATER THAN TH~ PRESENT VALUE OF R, 
DO 9 I=1,2Q 
IF (R{L) ,LT, R(L-I)) GO TO .900 
CONTINUE 
\NTINUE 
SET VARIABLE AR~AY TO BEGIN AT ~LAST VALUES 
M = 1 
RX(M) = R<L-I> 
AX(M} = A(L•Il 
OAX<M> = OAOl(L•I) 
o~x (M) = OROT(L-1) 
TO = T<L-I) 
T1 = T <L.-I+U 
TAX(M) = TO 
HALV~ TIM~ INTtRVAL 
ftiNc· = < n1-To> •o .s> Ti f·ro + AZINC 
.............. --·----·· --·· _ ............ ' 
C 
· 000 040 91-0 Co.NTINUS · 
000040 912 c·oNTI"NUE ..... '!""'-··-.. ~,--·· .. ······· .. ·· -··---·-· .. -· .. 
C 
- ',_. - .. : - ',,, -'~' ,- •'' 
/;· ' .. 
~\ ' ; ,. 
, • ........ : -· - - .. ·~~·- ··.:---;-:.7-l.:J.I 
000040 
000042 
000043 
P00045 
000047 
OOOOS1 
000054 
C 
C 
C 
·c 
C 
C 
C 
' 
SET VARIABLES TO BE COMPATIBLE WITH IVODE 
~_vo <12> = qx<M) 
AYO C~> = ~X (M) 
AYOC1>= L)RX(M) 
,, 
AY'O f3:il = DAX (Mt 
·,. 
INTEGRATE OVER INTERVAL 
CALL. NE~POT(AYO,DERV) 
... •· . ,.,_ . - .... . -- ... ~ ... -- ..... . 
' 
... CHECK IF THE VALUE OF R .AT T1 .. (AYO).MI~us·-THE VALUE ~T TO (RX> .... 
IS WITHIN A SPECIFIED SHALL VALUE. IF SO, THIS INDICATES 
THE METHOD HAS CONVERGED TO THE MINl~U~ V~L0~. 
ARG = ABS (AYO< 2) -RX CM)) 
IF(ARG .LT. 1.o~-10> Gu TO 925 
C WHEN ELC:CTROSTATIC FORCES ARE Pi<ES.ENT,. IF- RAuI~L-OIS-fAtJCf ..... 
C BECOM£5 LESS THAN THAT REQUIRED FOR A ~IT, THI~ VALUE IS 
C RETU~NEO TO COLLIDE SICE VALUES WITHIN THE HIT DISTANCE 
C ARE NOT VALID HITH iLECTROSTATIC FORCES PRESENT 
000057 IF<AY0(2) .LT, REMA) GO TO 92& 
0000&2 980 CONT1NU£ 
0 0 0 06 2 
000075 
000075 
000105 
000115 
00011,; 
000120 
000122 
000125 
000127 
000127 
C 00132 
000134 
000137 
000141 
()00141 
000145 
000150 
0001153 
~0015S 
000155 
000155 
000157 
0001&1 
(100162 
0001&4 
000165 
C 
C METHOD HAS NGT CONV~RGtD,PRINT VARIA8LES 
GO TO (22,23,23,23,23,23,23),NPRINT 
<OPTION> ANO CONTI.mE 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
22 CON.TINUE 
91 PRINT 9000,RX(M), AYO·C2> 
PRINT 9001, TO,T1 
23 CONTINUt:. 
____ \_ .. 
6 
~33 
IF R IS STILL OEUREASING, UPDATE ARRAY ANO CON1INUE 
'IF{AYO (2) .LT, RX (M) > GO TO g20 
IF R IS INCREASING GO BACK,AGAIN NOT TC PREVIOUS R 8UT TO LAST 
ONE. GREATER THAN PRESENT R,SET VARIABLES 'Af.THI::, PuiNT A~O 
HALVE INTERVAL AND CONTINUE 
DO o J=1,10 
IF<AY0(2) .LT. RX(M-J)) GO TO 933 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
RX(M) = RXCM-J) 
AX(M) = AX<M-J) 
DRX(M) = ORX(M-J) 
UAXCM) = JAX(M-J) 
TO= TAXCM-J) 
T1 = TAX (M-J+1) 
TAX(M) = TAX(M•J) 
AZINC = ((T1•T0>•0.5> 
T1 = TO + AZINC 
GO TO 912 
C UPOATt VARIABLE A~RAY, INP~EMENT T_IM~ ~~Q .. .9~NTUtY.§:_ .. ---··-· ... --....... 
1:120 cqNTJNUE 
M = M+1 
RX<M> = AY0(2) 
A X ( M ) = AV 0. ( 4,) 
DAX ( M) = 'A'vlci:o 
oRx < M> · = 1 Av:a,:c.t; 
TAX(M) = 11 j ••• 'I' ,'' ···-·-·1• .. •·"------·--··- .... -··-' 
' - ... • •• . ............ ··- 1,, .. , •• ···---·-·· ~ 
J 
.. 
\ ~ '1' ,, ~ ~ 
it•q ::':f(i 
{ ~.I. 
-·.' di 
. j 
- • r 1 ) 
00172 
OD 205 
00205 
00 213 
00 216 
000222 
coo 235 
0 00 242 
000242 
00024~ 
000002 
000002 
000002 
000002 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
TO= Ti 
T1 = Ti+AZINC . 
GO. TO 912 
......... ,.;., ···- ····- ·····-·-·-··· ·
····--··-·· _____ .. _______ _ 
925 CONTINUE ... --- -·· -- ·-·( 
926 CONTINUE 
PRINT MINIMUM R FOUND ANO ··A·sso·ctATEO v.ARlA"BLES "'VALUES 
GO T0(19,10,10,1rr,10,11.11),NPRINT CONiINUE .. ·- .. .. ~ -. ·--·--- · ... -· .. ···-·--··- -.· .. _- ···--··------
PRINT 9999,AY0<2> 
Z = AY0(2)•C0S(AY0<4>l 
Y = AY0(2)•S1N(AY0(4)) 
PRINT 9595,AY0<4>,Y,Z,T1 
11 CONTINUE 
.. . . ....... ···-··--·--··----·. -- --·---
··---- ... 
SET TRANSFER THROUGH LABELLED COMMON 
i<XMIN = AY0(2) 
RETURN TIME INTERVAL TO VALUES IT HAD PRIOR TO ~NTE~ING SRC~MN 
TO = T<L-1> 
Ti = T(L> 
- ··.··--·· ·--- ·---·- - .- .. -···-- -
C 9000 FORMAT<3X,•CONVERGING SRCHMN VALUES •,~l0,6,2X,220,h) 
9001 FORMAT<5X,•TIME •,2E12,5) 
9595 FORMAT(2bX,•THETA •,E20,6,/,26X,• Y •,E20,6,/,26X, • Z •, 
1~20,6,/,26X,• TIMc •,~20,6,///) 
9~99 fORMATC///,20X,•HINIMUM R FROM SRCHMN•··,E2Cf~"6;///f _____ ... ------ --
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
~ 
C 
C 
C 
... 
II 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
Ci 
C 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTIN~ PRNPLT 
COMMON/A~R/R(SOO),A(500l,ORDT(500),0AOT(500l,T(500),L 
COMMON/PRPT/ NPRINT 
COMMuN/~T~EM/NFLUIO 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
-· ·-··· -· ·-· .. ·-·-· --- --.-·-
PRNPLT S~TS THE PARAMETER (NPRINT) WHICH DETERHINES THE TYP~ 
AND QUANTITY OF OUTPUT TO BE PRINTED, THE PARAM~TiR WHICH 
Oa:.TERMirkS POTENTIAL OR VISCOUS SH,EAMLlNES (NFLUIO) r::, ALSJ 
SET IN THIS ROUTlNE 
........................ , .................... , .......................... . 
READ FIRST DATA CARu TO SET PARAMETERS 
READ 8000,NPRINT,NFLUIO 
PRIN1 STATtMENTS AR~ CONTRQLLED BY THE NPRINT PARAMlTER 
AGCORDil~G TO THE FOLLOHIN'G, Wlh.RE"AN -~ HE·,r~s-··rRrS-OPTION·rr- .. 
~ii~TEb OUT UNDER THE NPRINT VALUE AT TOP OF COLUMN, . 
.. NPRINT = 1 2 3 4 5 e, 7 
CiPTION A·: X 
-··-
.. 
- ·-· -- A· X X . ·· X> X X .X 
C X x-·;i· f 
••• ,i, .. "' .... 1-.-·"·-· "-' .. ~ .. ~-----...... -
. . . .... . . ' ' ... 
! 
I 
I 
·1 
. I 
,.._. ___ .. ·_.!.t.::· ' ' ' 
-- -
,,,, ,-,. ·-···· ·-.
--·-, ..... _....· ___ ......___..,,._ ______
_____ . 
\ 
\ 
' '; :. 
·.• ·t·'·. 
·,<'r, 
,- ' 
. . ' :i.,~. ', 
. ·- ~-
'-,' ·, 
'---.. --. .. . ... ---~-------,.---- ~-~~-··----,·~·-------------·
-··-·----···- -·- - -· 
"\ 
' - \ 
,' '-
,I..; 
i 
000012 
000012 
000013 
000006 
000006 
(10000& 
000006 
000012 
~00~13 
0(10017 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
" v
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
G 
C 
C 
C 
G 
C 
C 
C 
, C 
D. 
E 
··,/F 
X 
X 
X . 
X -., 
X 
X 
! 
't, ,} 
':.G X . )c'" ... X X 
X 
X . . . ~·-···.· --· ..-----· ··---··· -
I H. I' 
. X. x:, ~ X 
• .J'"' ,l 
X 
X 
-~ ..:;: .. • . . ~ . 
J X . X X X X X· )( 
A: TITL£ ANO VALUES OF CONSTANTS IN CONSTAN ROUTINE 
a=·-·riUAL NUMBER 'ANO OFFSEt···vA'CO't'''. --·· -·-·--~:--·--·----J----- -· 
C= SlARCH INTERVAL OFFHI ANO OFFLO 
D= TITLE.INITIAL v.ALUES. RAOIAC""vEi.OCITY -·-ANb-POiN'f--VATUE~-·-oF 
Y-Z VARIABLES 
E= MIN R IN COLLIDE ANO TEST VALUES OF ·EatiATION OF-MOT ION. f.:RMS 
F= SRCHMN AND TIMt VALUES FOR ~ACH POI~T IN SEARCH 
G= MINIMUM VALUES FkOM SRCHMN- kOU'tfifE_________ -----------
H= NO. OF POlNTS IN EACH TRAJE~TORY TRIAL 
I= NUMBER OF TIMES INTO FORCE ROUTINE 
J = ~LL DATA VALUiS READ IN ANU FINAL ~NSWER ANO COLLECTTO~ 
PARAMETERS. 
8000 F0Rr1AT<2I5> 
R~TURN 
c.ND 
. ··-··---- ., ------
.-·-·. --- -
~UBROUTINC: TRIAL <1~,0F,X) 
COMMON/CONSTAN/VISC,RHOC,EK,CONV,DIASF,OIALF,OFFSET,DIASOSF, 
10IAS0LF,QPER1,TEMP,kCU,C1,C2,VI,W 
COMMGN/Cr<IT /REMA 
TRilL USc.S A NEWTON - RAPHSON CONVERGE~C~ TECHNIQUE TO FINO 
THE LIMITING TRAJ€CT0RY OFFSET VALU~. THE GOO~OINATES us~~ 
ARE<MIN RADIAL DISTAr~Ct:.- REMA) VERSUS <OFFS::T> TtiUS THE 
ORDINATE GOES TJ ZERO AT THE CORRECT OFFS[T VALUE 
...........
...........
...........
........ f ............. ....... i ...... -....... -..... ...-.. ..... ---· 
SAVE CURRENT OFFSET VALUE 
OF3 = OF 
SINCE SLOPE CALC t<EOUIRtS TWO POINTS,Th!S .!1~T~o_o __ ?t<I~_P;n - ·--·. -- -
FIRST TIM~ THROUGrl PROGRAM 
IF ( N ,LT, o.s> GO' TO 85.5 
SAVE CURRENT OROINAT( VALUE 
DEL 2 = X•REMA 
-·· ... ., ........ - -····-···-
· .. --.-------·-- . 
CALC THE SLOPE 
SLOPE = · · < ot1-2~001:.o > , coF-OFOLD,. · 
• < 
' ' 
••• j i I 11•h- .:... .......... ~ .. , ... _ .............. -<---:--...__-......
 ·--··· -··' .. -
I 
I 
i\ 
I 
' 
,I 
') 
_,r, 
I 
\ 
' •,l, 
. ·' I ;· 
_i •, 
.• .. ,· 
,- ,(·. 
,.• ... , 
,·, ;-... -.. 
,;;!'·' 
. ·,,) 
000021 
0 00 02,1 
000022 
000024 
000025 
000026 
000002 
000002 
000002 
000002 
000002 
000002 
000003 
000006 
000007 
000012 
000020 
000022 
000026 
000031 
000035 
000042 
000041 
000045 
000054 
000062 
000072 
000100 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
.C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
... 
"' C 
SAVE OLD OFFSET ANO ORDINATE VALUES; FO~ NEXT SLOPE CALC 
ass CONTINUE 
OFOLD =·· OF 
oo~·o. = X-RtMA .. 
\ . . : 
RETURN NCW 
OF = OF3 
RETURN 
' t • 
OFFS2T VALUE 'TO MAIN PROGRAM 
END 
. ,•. ·-.. -·--. ·-·------
SUBROUTIN~ DIMEN 
COMMON/CHARGE/RA< 2 >, QA ( 2) ... - ··- -- -·-
COMMON/CO~STAN/VISC, RHOC ,EK ,CONV ,OIASF ,DIALF,OFFSEt, OIASOSF, 
10IA SQLF, QPER 1, TEMP ,RCU, C 1, C2, VI ~W . ·-- -··- ---- -· - ------- .. ·--·---- ---
COMMON/VlLOC /VY, VZ, VR 
COMMON/PARA/CUNN 
COMMON/GRIT/REMA 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
OIMcN CALCULATE~ THE VARIOUS COLLECTIO~ PARAMETERS ANO OTHER 
DIMENSIONLESS G~OUPS ANO PRINTS THEM O~T, FULLY LAB~LLEC, 
BELOW TH~ CALCULATED EFFICIENCY ANSWER 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
-RHOA = 0,0808 
CALCULAT~ SEPERATION ~UMBER PA~AMETER 
VSM = DlASQSF•c11c2 
VGR = 9800050, •3,280833£-6 
SEPE= VSM•VI/(VG~•DIALF> 
CALCULATE IN~RTIAL IMPACTION PARAMETER AND SQUARE ROOT 
PSI= CUNN•RHOC•vr•DIASQSF/(18,•VISC•OIALF) 
SPSI = SURT(PSI> 
CALCULATE GRAVIT~ COLLECTION PARAMETER 
PG RA V = PS I• DI AL F • VG R/ < V-I • VI > 
IF< C1 ,EQ, 0,0) PGRAV = 0,0 
CALCULAfE ELECTROSTATIC COLLECTION PARtMETERS 
1, METHOD OF IMAG~S FORCE/STOKES ~ESISTANCE FORCE 
FS ·= 3,•3,14159•VISC 4 0IASF•VI/CUNN ---·---·-- .. -· -· --· -·· . 
FE =EK•QA<1>•QA(2)/(RA<1>•RA<2> > 
ELECl = FE/FS 
CALCULATE INTERCEPTION PARAMF.TEK 
RINTER = DIASF/OIALF 
IF < ABS < RC: MA• lH AL f / 2 , 0 > , LT , 1, 0 E .;.10 > RI N Tt'll .. -= -d";"if ·-· -- -._, " -. ~ --· . " 
PRINT OUT AND LAB~L 
l'~g~Mrt b33,0,SEPE 
'. Pl?.lNJ'" 6340 ,PSI ,SP3I 
--" ·11:~i~ ~.,, .. ·.1.1 ·y .... : ·,. ·• r. . ... . _. ··,., : , ., _.. PRl~l &350~PGRAV 
PRINT 6360,ELECl 
A,Bb VE VALUC:S 
.. ... . . ......... ····-··· ···---------·-----... -
. ( 
\ 
i 
000114 
000114 
000114 
000114 
000114 
000114 
000115 
000003 
000003 
000003 
000003 
000003 
C00003 
000003 
000003 
000004 
000010 
000016 
00002? 
000020 
000030 
00001;3 
000057 
C 
6330 
0340 
6350 
636 0 
6370 
C 
PRINT 637~,RlNTfR 
i ' 
FORMAT(20X,•SEPERATION -~O. = ',E12,5) 
FORMAT(20X,• PSI = •,C:2o'",5,/,20X,"' SQR.1 ,,·PsiT-=···-;1!20.s, ··----·-···· 
FORMAT<2-0X, 4 G = •,E20,5) '\ FORMAT(20X,• t:LC:C1 = •,E2o~·s, ·, .... ,..- ::---·-···-·- . --------
FORMAT(20X,• INTERCEPTION R = •,E20,5) RETURN ....... -------·- -- . ----·-·-· ·-··-···· ---
END ....... -- ·- -·---·· ...... _,, _____________ ··--·---·-· - -·---
FUNCTION FORCE C DIST> 
COMMON/CHARGE/RA<2),QA(2) 
COMMON/CONSTAN/VISC,RHOC,EK,CONV,DIASF,DIALF,OFFSET,OIASQSF, 
1~~~~~~~~~~~~~i~~MP ,RCU, Ci '(·2· ,\I -~·w··· ·------ ·--·· .. -------. ··--·- ----------- -· .... 
COMMON/ PKPT / NPRI NT - . ·-· --·-
DIMENSION Q(2,30),R(2,30) 
DATA IO,IFO / 0,0/ 
DATA uOLD I O,D I 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C 
G FORCE APPLIES THE METHOD OF IMAGES TO LALCULATE THE MAGNITUJE 
G OF THE ELcCTkOSTATIC FORCE BETWEEN THE DROPLET AND PARTICLE. 
C THE THEORY B~HIND THIS SECTION IS DISCUSSED IN O~TAIL BY M~. 
C G_l:.:ORGE <SEi REFEPENCt. IN. ·s·CRUB .PROG.RAH> ~-- ·----·--------·- .. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
G 
C 
C 
"' v 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
-·c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
...........................
..... ~ ............................. . 
RO= DIST 
ASSUME NO ELECTROSTATIC FORCE IF CHAffGES A'R('v{~y ·sMfLL _________ _ 
IF <ABS(l)A(1)) .L.:, 1,0E-99) GO TO 635 
IF PARTICLE AND OROPLET HAVE NOT MUV~D THEN FORCE IS SAME A5 
BC::FORE 
DOLD IS THE PREVIOU~ (LAST CALL TO FORtE) VALUE OF DIST (OR 
RO> ,THC: RADIAL DISTANCE B1::.TWE~"4 PARTICLE ... ]NO't1ROP.CET-- -··-- ---· --
IFC~BS< <DIST-OOlD)/OIST> ,LE, 1,E-S)OOLr =DIST 
IF ( ABS ( (OtST - DOLD > / DIST > ,LE. 1.0E-5 > Rt.TURN 
DOLD = DIST 
SET COUNlER TO MEASURE NUMBER OF 
!FU= IFO + 1 
G-0 TU (6,5,5,&iS,~,5),N?RINT 
6 IF(IFO•IF0/100•100 ,Ea. 0) PRINT 
5 CONTlNUE 
MiTHOD OF IMAGES 
CALLS TO FORCE 
····· - ·~ --- ._ .. ___ .. 
6001, 1 F.O 
THE ME-THOJ, AS WRITTEN, IS FOR TWO CHA~GEO SPHiRc:.S OF UNE'QUAL 
sizt:.·, IT CAN -Bi; ADAPTED TO A CHARGE ON A StNGLE SPHC::R-E As· 
OISCUSS~D BY MR, GEORGE 
''"l ',·' ... _.. ·~ ' • • . . 
• . •. -·· • . ... "' • ··-
· • ' ... ' 
. THE ,SMALL PA.RlICLE REFERRED TO IS THE CUST ANO THE LARGE 
P.ARllCLE TH£ DROPLET FOif T:HIS ~ASE _ -
• 
,,oO,Ho ., .... • , .... ,• •• ••Mf• ••'0'4"j>t••' " ... - .............. - ...
. - ....... _
. __ 
·--··--
----·•""•~·· 
I , 
,:•,:·.,. 
,· / 
) .,·-,., ;' ,, 
' 
•C 
I 
\ .. j 
' . -
/ 
~ {. ' . '. 
! : .. 1.._.t"( .. Jir\ :. 
,,,\ 
\ 
- ~-- ---··-
___
__ __:__.:.· .::.:.:.=...-· .. ---·-·----. -··---=--·-·-~- -_ ---·-····-~·-·------==:::~--==---=-
OOOOS7 
000060 
000064 
000067 
00001n 
000071 
000076 
000101 
000102 
000106 
000106 
000106 
noo110 
000112 
OOQ113 
000115 
000116 
000120 
000123 
000124 
000126 
C 
C 
C 
·c 
C 
C 
., 
v 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
.... 
V 
C 
619 
C~ANGE SIGN OF PARTICLE <TO OP~OSITE T~AT OF CULLECTORl SJ 
ELECTROSTATIC FORCE WILL BE ATTRACTIVE 
QA(2)· = - OA(2) I 
...... --- _____ ._ .. ______ --··- .. 
· .... .J. 
··'. 
. 
,. ·. ; ' 
IF PARTICLE ~AOIUS IS INSIGNIFICANT COMPA~EO Tti COLLtCTOR 
RADIUS THEN THE PARTICLE APPEARS AS ··A POINT CHA"RGE;· THE 
FOLLOWING ANALYTIC E:.QUATION YIELD THE SAME 'ANSWERS AS THf 
METHOD OF IMAGES UNDER THESE CONDITION~ .. - ... ·-
RAZ= ABS(REMA•<DIALF/2.0)) 
IFlRA2 .GT. 1.o;::;.;;10J GO TO &1g-.. ·---··-·--------··-----
AA = RA<U•Rld1) 
VY= RO•RO 
QA Y = QA ( 2 > • R cu" < < 2 • 0 • Y Y > - A A> 
YYA = RQ•(YY-AA)•(YY-AA) 
QYY = QA(2)/YY 
FORCE= QYY•<OA<t> -<QAY/YY~l) 
GO TO 68 
CONTINUE 
.. -··----- ··-·· --·---·· --------·---
-- -· . --
INITIALLY CHARGES AND DISTANCES ZlRO 
DO 6 0 J= 1, 3 0 
a<1,J> = a.a 
R<t,J> =0,0 
Q(2,J) = 0,0 
R<2,J> =0,0 
60 c·oN.TINUE 
CHARGE ON SMALL PART. IS PLACl:D AT' CENTER A'ND ITS-Tfl1fIT-. ----- ... 
CHARG~ ANO LOCATION ON LARGE PART. CALCULATED 
Q(1,1>~·RA(i)•QA(2)/RO 
R(1,1>=~A(1)•RA(1)/RO 
R~MAINING CHARGi PLACE~ AT CENT~R 
Q(1,2>=QA(1)-Q(l,1> 
-R(1,2)=0,0 
C K IS COUNTER FOR NO, OF TERMS IN SUMMATION 
000127 K = 2 
000130 020 MM= K 
000132 
000133 
00013'+ 
00013S 
000144 
0 00 15 0 
000'154 
00015.; 
000161 
000162 
0001&4 
00017.3 
C 
C 
C 
62 
C 
C 
SUM1 = a.a 
5UM2 = O.O 
IMAGE CHA~GE~ AND LOCATIONS ON S~ALL PART. CALC, 
DO 62 M =1,MM 
0(2,M>=-RA<2)"Q(1,M)/(RO•R(i,M)l 
R < 2 , M ) =RA < 2 > •RA ( 2 > / ( RO• R < 1, M) > 
SUM2=SUM2 + Q(2,M> 
REMAINING CHA~G~ PLACED AT CENTER 
L = MM+ 1 
Q ('2,, U· :QA ( 2 > • SUM~ 
R<°2 ·~ L) : 0 • 0 
h. ·-·-~-- .. -·~-,.,·. • -··--
----
·---
---
-· 
' ....... -·---~ .. --... --.. ---····---·-· 
• ... •-•--,-•u" .. _,., ' -·• ··-
C ..... 
t;,: ,.,il;HA:GE: CH'A~,GES A:-Jil LOCATION ON LARGE PART• CALCULAlEO 
· .. · 60;i64•:N:::"_'t,L . . .._,_ .. ___ .,. 
· ·/cJe::(bb#:;F{(Jf;,>\tqt2. N).1tC1<-P,,(&:;r21,'~:> ,.', .. · 
R<f,:;N>. ::: RA l1 >•RAJ!>'/< RO;.R:ft,·Nll . ~·· .. 
i '·- ... ·J. --~ 
...,__ ___ .... ~~·-1•·-... --- ..... 
.: "::..'\ 
· .. i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 11 
I 
I 
I 
! 
.,._.,. 
'';1,.;-'" 
000177 
00·0203 
000205 
000210 
000211 
00 0 213 
000214 
000216 
000217 
000234 
000237 
C00241 
000241 
000243 
000244 
000245 
P00246 
C00246 
0 00 25 0 
000005 
000005 
000005 
000005 
000005 
000005 
64 ~UM1 = ~UM1 + Q(1,N) 
C 
~ R~MAININ~ CH~RG~ ~LACEb AT CENTE~ K ::.("L + i' . ·,, .. .. .. ... .. . . 
Q(1~K) :::: QA(1) )~SUt-11 
R<1,Kt = o.o 
C 
C ~o·. OF TERMS IN SUMMATION- SET to "30 ... 
. . . ....... IF. (~ ,LT. 29) ~.o TO ~~--0-··-·-· -··-·-····-·· ---· 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
,. C 
, .. 
IJ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
DOUBLE SUM OF CHARGE ON LARGE• 
BETWEEN THE TWO CHARGES 
CHARGE ON SMALL/ DISTANLE 
022 FORCE = 0,0 
00 &7 I =1,K 
DO 66 J=1,K 
FORCL=FORCE+ a ( 1, I> •a <.2, J >I(R O.;;.R: t f'/I r~R < 2, Jf> / ( RO- P ( 1, I> 
1 -R(2,J)) 
e,e, CONTINUE 
67 CONTINUE 
68 CONTINUE 
DOUBLE SUM PLACED IN FORM TO '3E. USED IN DIFFERC:N.fIAL. ·(aufffo~s 
MULTlPllEO BY ELECTROSTATIC CONSTANT EK 
FORCE= FORCL•EK 
QA(2> = -llA<2>· 
RETURN 
63~ FORCE= 0,0 
6001 FORMAT <1JOX,•F0RCE x•,2I10l 
~ETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE NEWPOT <YAO,DERV) 
EXTERNAL JERV 
COMMON/NEWPOS/l~RTYP,NEQ,NTYPE,ERROR,Y,Z,INTE~R(4) 
COMMON/TIME/TO,T1,ZINC 
DIMENSION YAO(L+) 
DIMENSION SAV{4) 
·····--·-· ----
.............................................................
 , .... 
NEWPOT INTEGkATSS BETWEEN THE TIME LIMITS S~T IN THE 5RChMN 
ROUTINE. THC: LOGIC IS SIMILAR TO THA·T· IN ·-fHE-Nb:WPOS-SUE- - ·----- .. 
ROUTINE, SEPERATE INTEGRATING ROUTINES AR~ USED BASICALLY TO 
K~EP BOOKKEEPING OF A~RAYS NEAT, SRCH~N USES DIFFERENT ARR~YS 
THAN PROGRAM SCRUB AND THEY ARE HANDLED IN SIIGHTLY . . 
DIFFERENT WAYS THROUGH NEWPOT ANO NEWPOS RESPECTIVELY 
......................................................... -.... -...... -.................... - -· 
NMAX IS IOENTIC~L TO NMAX IN NEWPos· 
39& NMAX = 600 
THE. CURRENT VALLIE OF THE VARI~-~.~'.~-~~ .A.R~~J .. tA..Q .... ~J._J_O,. IS 
C STORED IN lRRAY SlV. _ 
1,,. 
., ;~. 
,, 
. ..: .. ~, 
;1: -· . 
• ,, 1 ! • ~ t 
I. ~ . 
/ r· •"\ •• :, 
. ' .. f . ' ;~ ,.,.· ' .. ~ ..... ·, 
\ 
I 
.. ~- -~--- ·-··---· --
.. --,, ... .!..,,..,._ .. _...~,---....... ,.._.· ~-~·- -··-·~··- ·-·"'"· -~·- --~---· ••• ~-, ··-- -- -- - ·--· --~--~ • ··-·· '·' --·-- - • ---_-.' • -. . • 
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00 1 I=t,4 
1 SAV:(l) = YAO (I) 
··.INT,.E-GRATE .FR.OM TD .TO T1 WITH'IVOOE . · ... ·-··-·---···-··-- ·- .... ---·--· 
~CAL L1 I VO OE < T Cl ~ J 1 , r~ EQ , I RR 1 Y P , ER~ U ~,NM AX , NT Y Pi.:., INT E Ri< , YAU, Oc.R 't/ > 
CHECK NMAX VALUE, A ZERO VAL~E MEANS ERROR CRITERION HA~ 
BEEN MET AND RETURN TO SRCHMN, OTHERWISE PRINT OUT INTERR 
ARRAY <DEFINED IN NEWPOS> ,HALVE THE TIMF ItHEI\VAL, SET 
VARIABLE ARRAY 13ACK TO VACUES 'Ar-1rr-irno-··tNTEGRAT::'1JVERIRc"'" - ... 
NEW INTERVAL 
, IF(NMAX ,EQ, 0) GO TO 400 
PRI~T 4000,INTE~R 
AZI = ,r1-ra,•o.s 
Ti= TO+AZI 
00 2 1=1,4 
2 YAO (I> = SA V (I> 
GO TO 398 
400 CONTINUE 
4000 FORMAT<5X,•INTE~R ARRAV•,4I3> 
KETURN 
END 
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